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Opinion

Justice For All
A nation can be judged by the way it treats its weakest members. Now that Ireland has joined the ranks of the
richest countries in the world, there is simply no excuse for the fact that basic justice and access to the courts
is effectively denied to many. The dearth of civil legal aid in this country has been aired recently in this journal
but we return to the topic once again to highlight that the system is in absolute crisis. The Bar Council, the
Disability Legal Resource, Threshold, Free Legal Aid Centres, St Vincent de Paul, Ballymun Community Law Centre
and the Northside Community Law Centre have now joined together in making a submission to the Minister for
Finance and the Minister for Justice, requesting immediate additional funding for the Legal Aid Board so that
equal access to justice is ensured for all.
Civil legal aid has only ever been available in this country on a limited basis, effectively confined to family law
and refugee cases. The income threshold to qualify for this aid is low, available only to those who have a
disposable income of less than €13,000 a year. Even within the limited confines in which it operates, the legal
aid board is now so starved of resources that clients at eight centres around the country have to wait nine
months or more for an initial appointment to see a solicitor. Although the Legal Aid Board operates a priority
system, whereby persons in urgent need of advice are offered a fast-track appointment, in general, three out of
four persons are forced to wait the full period.
Ireland was embarrassed into providing a fledgling civil legal aid scheme as a result of the European Court of
Human Rights decision in the Airey case some 25 years ago. Notwithstanding the passing of the Civil Legal Aid
Act in 1995, successive governments have refused to fund the Legal Aid Board in a manner that would enable it
to perform its statutory function. Now in 2004, the State is being sued in two separate cases by reason of the
delays in providing legal services. Ms O’Donoghue, from Cork, was forced to wait two years from the date of her
application to the Legal Aid Board for an appointment with a solicitor in connection with her judicial separation
proceedings. Ms Kavanagh, from Dublin, waited almost 20 months before her application for legal aid was
processed and granted. The European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 requires that all organs of the State
must act in a manner compatible with convention. Because of its failure to adequately fund civil legal aid, the
government must face up to the very real likelihood that it is in violation of its obligations under the Convention.
And on a purely humanitarian level, it is clear that delays in divorce and separation cases can cause serious
hardship for parents and children, particularly in cases involving domestic violence or abuse.
As a result of under-funding, the Legal Aid Board reports that the demand for legal services remains high but
that the total number of cases in which legal services are provided is decreasing. Yet, it appears there is no plan
to make a meaningful increase in State funding. The projected budget for 2005 is €18.5 million, only marginally
higher than the €17.9 million allocation for 2004. The Board has already scaled back its services by reducing
staff numbers and cutting back on the provision of legal services through private practitioners. Many individuals
are now forced to represent themselves in complex District Court maintenance, access and custody matters.
Ironically, a very small increase in government funding could dramatically improve the service provided. For
instance, the Legal Aid Board estimates that an additional €4 million would allow it to reduce waiting times by
three to four months. Such a delay is still unacceptable, but these figures show that relatively small amounts of
extra funding can greatly enhance the operation of the service. To put civil legal aid funding in context, we note
that the government has spent over €53 million on e-voting to date, while €15 million was provided to an
equestrian centre in Punchestown, Co Kildare.
The freedom to assert one legal rights is the hallmark of a civilized society. That freedom is now illusory for many
in this country. We urge the government to rethink its priorities in this regard. •
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FLAC Wins People of the Year Award
On 9th October 2004, three barristers accepted
an ESB/Rehab People of the Year Award 2004 on
behalf of Free Legal Advice Centres. Peter Ward,
Iseult O’Malley and Siobhan Phelan were
presented with their awards at Citywest Hotel. It
is now 35 years since FLAC was established with
the goal of achieving equal access to justice for
all. The adjudicating committee said that the
contributions of the three lawyers stand out.
Three of the four founders were present at the
awards ceremony. Mr. David Byrne, EU
Commissioner, Mr. Justice Vivian Lavan and Mr
Denis McCullough SC. Mr. Ian Candy sent his
greetings from Hong Kong.

Attorney General Receives International
Arbitration Award
In May, Attorney General Rory Brady SC received the first “American Arbitration
Association President’s Award for Leadership in Conflict Management” in new York. The
award was presented in recognition of his furtherance of justice and due process through
the advancement of education, arbitration and mediation. Other international leaders
recognized by the American Arbitration Association include former US President Jimmy
Carter, former US Senator, George J. Mitchell and former US Attorney General, Janet Reno.

Breakfast Debate on Damages Awards
The Irish Insurance Federation is hosting an open breakfast debate
on the amount of damages awarded in personal injury actions in
Ireland. The debate will be held in the Westin Hotel, Westmoreland
St., Dublin 2 on Wednesday, 8th December commencing at 7.30am
sharp (with registration at 7.00am) and concluding at 10.00am.
The title of the debate is “Compensation Levels – Are They Fair?” It
will be chaired by John Bowman, RTE.
Five speakers will debate the topic from the perspective of a
(plaintiff) personal injury lawyer (Thomas Baldwin, Early & Baldwin

Solicitors); academic/research (Dr Brian Greenford, University of
Limerick); the business community (Brendan Butler, Director,
Enterprise, Irish Business and Employers Confederation); insurers
(Michael Kemp, Irish Insurance Federation); and an awards
adjudicator (Dorothea Dowling, Chair, PIAB).
The format will also involve active audience participation for
almost one hour. Early booking is advised, as places are limited. The
fee including breakfast is €30. Bookings can be made by
contacting the IIF. Ph: 01 676 1820 / Email: lorna.foley@iif.ie.
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Personal Injuries Assessment
Board and Claims Involving
the MIBI
Cathleen Noctor BL and Richard Lyons BL
Jurisdiction of P.I.A.B. in claims involving the
M.I.B.I.
Following the enactment of the Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act,
2003 (the Act), the Personal Injuries Assessment Board (P.I.A.B.) was
established1. On the 22nd July, 2004, P.I.A.B. became operational in
relation to:"a civil action by a person against another person arising out of
that other's ownership, driving or use of a mechanically propelled
vehicle"2.
A person who would otherwise be entitled to bring a civil action ("a
claimant") must make an application to P.I.A.B. for an assessment of his
/ her claim. A claimant cannot institute civil proceedings unless and
until an application is made to P.I.A.B. and civil proceedings cannot be
instituted unless authorised by P.I.A.B.3
However, Section 3(b) is drafted in narrow terms. It does not appear to
contemplate a claim in which a claimant has suffered injuries caused by
an unidentified and untraced motorist, in which case a claim may be
made against the M.I.B.I. In the same way, it does not seem to envisage
a claim by a claimant who has suffered injuries caused by an uninsured
motorist, in which case the claimant may seek an order directing the
M.I.B.I. to satisfy any judgment4 that s/he may obtain against the
uninsured motorist in the event that the judgment obtained against
that uninsured motorist is not satisfied within 28 days. Neither of the
foregoing claims arise out of the M.I.B.I.'s "ownership, driving or use" of
a motor vehicle5. Furthermore, having enumerated the civil actions to
which the Act applies6, Section 4(1) of the Act further defines "civil
action" as meaning an action intended to be pursued for the purpose of
recovering damages in respect of a wrong for personal injuries or
personal injuries and material damage7 (caused by the same wrong) but
"does not include:1.

The establishment day was the 13th April, 2004,
pursuant to the Personal Injuries Assessment Board
Act, 2003 (Establishment Day) Order, 2004 (S.I. 156
of 2004). The Personal Injuries Assessment Board
Act, 2003 (Commencement Order), 2004 (S.I. 155
of 2004), commenced Part 1 of the Act (other
than Section 3) insofar as Part 1 relates to Part 3
of the Act, Sections 22, 46-48, Part 3, and
Sections 79-81 and 83-85 on the 13th April, 2004.
The Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, 2003
(Commencement) (No. 2) Order, 2004 (S.I. 252 of

2.

3.
4.

(i) an action intended to be pursued in which, in addition to damages
for the foregoing matters, it is bona fide intended, and not for the
purpose of circumventing the operation of section 3, to claim
damages or other relief in respect of any other cause of action"8.
Proceedings against the M.I.B.I. and an uninsured motorist usually seek
a declaration and / or an order directing that a judgment is satisfied by
the M.I.B.I. Thus, the combined effect of Section 3(b) and Section 4(1)
may reasonably be interpreted as meaning that P.I.A.B. does not have
jurisdiction to deal with claims in which a claimant claims damages for
personal injury caused by an uninsured motorist or an untraced or
unidentified motorist.

Means of enforcing the M.I.B.I. Agreement
The M.I.B.I. entered into a new agreement with the Minister for
Transport on the 31st March, 2004 ("the 2004 Agreement"). The 2004
Agreement applies to claims arising on or after the 1st May, 20049.
Clause 2 of the 2004 Agreement provides that a claimant for
compensation "must seek to enforce [the] Agreement by:1. making a claim to MIBI for compensation which may be settled
with or without admission of liability, or
2. citing MIBI as co-defendants in any proceedings against the owner
and / or10 user of the vehicle giving rise to the claim except where the
owner and user of the vehicle remain unidentified or untraced, or
3. citing MIBI as sole defendant where the claimant is seeking a court
order for the performance of the Agreement by MIBI provided the
claimant has first applied for compensation to MIBI under clause
2.1 and has either been refused compensation by MIBI or has been
offered compensation by MIBI which the claimant considers to be
inadequate".
Clause 2 of the 2004 Agreement provides that a claimant "must" seek
to enforce its provisions by the one of the three means stated in Clause
2. Its predecessor merely stated that a claimant "may" seek to enforce
its provisions by the same means11.

2004), commenced the remainder of the Act
(other than Section 3(b)-(d)) on the 1st June,
2004.
Section 3(b) of the Act. Pursuant to the Personal
Injuries Assessment Board Act, 2003
(Commencement) (No. 3) Order, 2004 (S.I. 438 of
2004), Section 3(b)-(d) came into operation on the
22nd July, 2004.
Section 12(1) of the Act.
Section 40 of the Act provides that an order to
pay operates as if it was a judgment of a court
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

given for the amount concerned.
As opposed to the uninsured or untraced driver's
"ownership, driving or use" of a motor vehicle.
Section 3 of the Act.
The Act does not apply to claim for material
damage simpliciter.
Section 4 of the Act.
Clause 14 of the 2004 Agreement.
Clause 2(2) of the 1988 Agreement stated "owner
or user" as opposed to "owner and / or user".
Clause 2(2) of the 1988 Agreement.
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Claim for personal injury caused by an unidentified
and / or untraced motorist
With respect to the means by which a claimant who seeks damages for
injury caused to him by an unidentified and / or untraced motorist, the
case law is clear as to how the claimant can proceed against the M.I.B.I.
The claimant must sue the M.I.B.I. as sole defendant12. Having regard to
the provisions of Section 3(b) and 4(1) of the Act, it is submitted that
P.I.A.B. has no jurisdiction to deal with claims of this nature and this
category of claimant is entitled to institute a civil action in the normal way.

Claim for personal injury caused by an uninsured
motorist
In the majority of proceedings in which the M.I.B.I. is named as a codefendant, it is sued on the basis that the plaintiff has been caused
injury by an uninsured motorist. Generally, the M.I.B.I. is sued as a codefendant to an action in which the claimant seeks damages against the
uninsured motorist and an order directing the M.I.B.I. to discharge any
judgment that the claimant may obtain against the uninsured motorist
in the event that such judgment remains unsatisfied after 28 days.
Subject to compliance with the provisions of the 2004 Agreement13,
Clause 2.2 of the 2004 Agreement allows a claimant to pursue the
M.I.B.I. in this way. Indeed, the use of the word "must" might be
interpreted as compelling a claimant to proceed in this way. It is
submitted that, where a claimant proceeds by this means, P.I.A.B. does
not have jurisdiction in respect of the claim and the claimant has a right
to institute civil proceedings in the usual way.

it is more likely than not that an uninsured motorist will not respond
and will therefore be deemed to consent to an assessment being made
of the claim15. If P.I.A.B. makes an assessment and the uninsured
motorist fails to state his/her attitude to an assessment within 21 days,
the uninsured motorist is deemed to have accepted it16. In this
eventuality, and assuming that the claimant accepts the assessment, the
assessment binds the uninsured motorist at the end of the 21-day
period17. Within one month of the assessment becoming binding,
P.I.A.B. must issue an "order to pay" to the uninsured motorist stating
that s/he is liable to pay the claimant the amount of damages specified
therein18. The order to pay operates as if it was a judgment of a court19.
Accordingly, if an uninsured motorist does not satisfy the order to pay
within 28 days of its being served on him / her, the M.I.B.I. would,
subject to the other provisions of the 2004 Agreement being satisfied,
be liable to satisfy the order to pay.
The Act does not appear to envisage the M.I.B.I. having any involvement
in a claim of this nature. Furthermore, unless P.I.A.B. intends to utilise
Section 86 of the Act to forward information to the M.I.B.I. for the
purpose of any "central database" maintained by the M.I.B.I., the Act
does not appear to authorise P.I.A.B. to notify the M.I.B.I. that it has
received a claim that may ultimately affect it. The effect of the
foregoing seems to be that, assuming compliance with the provisions of
the 2004 Agreement, where a claimant obtains an order to pay against
an uninsured motorist and it remains unsatisfied 28 days thereafter, the
claimant may look to the M.I.B.I. for satisfaction of the order and sue
for enforcement if the M.I.B.I. refuses to satisfy it.

Mandate
M.I.B.I. - a mandatory defendant?
Clause 2 appears to permit a claimant, who has been injured by an
uninsured motorist, to apply to the M.I.B.I. for compensation (Clause
2.1) and, if the claimant is refused compensation or offered inadequate
compensation, a claim can then be initiated. In practice, few personal
injury claims are settled directly by the M.I.B.I. with a claimant or his
solicitor. If proceedings are necessary (which appears inevitable in
personal injury claims), it seems clear from Clause 2.2 of the 2004
Agreement that the M.I.B.I. must be named as a co-defendant.
Accordingly, it appears that P.I.A.B. does not have jurisdiction to deal
with these claims.

Claim to P.I.A.B. against uninsured motorist only
If a claimant applies to P.I.A.B. for compensation for personal injury
caused by an uninsured motorist, the Act provides that, upon receipt of
a claimant's application, P.I.A.B. shall serve a notice on the uninsured
motorist / respondent. The uninsured motorist is then given 90 days to
respond and indicate whether or not s/he consents to an assessment
being made of the claim14. Having regard to the history of nonparticipation by uninsured motorists in legal proceedings against them,
12.

If the uninsured motorist has signed a mandate that authorises the
M.I.B.I. to take over and conduct the defence of any claim arising out of
an accident involving that uninsured motorist, the Act does not
envisage P.I.A.B. corresponding with the M.I.B.I. on behalf of the
uninsured motorist.

European Dimension
Finally, the position of a claimant who is unaware of the terms of the
2004 Agreement or who is ignorant of the existence of the M.I.B.I. and
its role with respect to claims against uninsured motorists is worthy of
comment. The Act does not appear to make any provision for advising
a claimant about any alternative means by which such a claimant might
obtain relief, for example by making a compensation claim to the
M.I.B.I. A claimant who obtains an order to pay from P.I.A.B. against an
uninsured motorist may subsequently discover that the M.I.B.I. is
generally liable to discharge a judgment against and unsatisfied by an
uninsured motorist. However, such a claimant is likely to find that the
M.I.B.I. will refuse to satisfy the order to pay because of the claimant's
failure to comply with the conditions precedent of the 2004 Agreement.
This would render P.I.A.B.'s order to pay valueless. In this regard, the

Clause 2.2 of the 2004 Agreement and Clause 2(2) of the 1988 Agreement. See

2001 and 1st February, 2001.

also Kavanagh v. Reilly and M.I.B.I., Unreported, High Court, ex tempore, Morris

13.

For example, the conditions precedent prescribed by Clause 4.

P., 14th June, 1996, and Devereux v. Minister for Finance and M.I.B.I., Unreported,

14.

Section 13 of the Act.

High Court, ex tempore, O'Sullivan J., 10th February, 1998 (see Counsel's Note,

15.

Section 14(1) of the Act.

Morgan Jones B.L., Bar Review, Volume 3, Issue 9, p. 450 (July, 1998)); and Feeney

16.

Section 31(2) of the Act.

v. Dwane and O'Connor and Feeney v. M.I.B.I., Unreported, High Court, ex

17.

Section 33(1) of the Act.

tempore, Johnson J., 30th July, 1999; Bowes v. M.I.B.I. and Harte v. M.I.B.I. [2000]

18.

Section 38 of the Act.

2 I.R. 79; and Riordan v. M.I.B.I. Unreported, Circuit Court, Smyth J., 24th January,

19.

Section 40 of the Act.
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decision of the E.C.J. in Evans v. The Secretary of State for the
Environment, Transport and the Regions and the M.I.B.20 is worthy of
mention, in particular, its view that it is essential for national law to
guarantee that the national authorities will effectively apply in full the
Second Directive on Motor Insurance21, that the legal position under
national law should be sufficiently precise and clear and that
individuals are made fully aware of their rights22.

with claims involving the M.I.B.I. In advance of publication, P.I.A.B. was
asked for its comments on the uncertainty as to its jurisdiction to deal
with claims involving the M.I.B.I. P.I.A.B. considers it has jurisdiction to
deal such claims. It is submitted, however, that a claimant who wishes
to institutes civil proceedings in the courts in a claim involving the
M.I.B.I. is entitled to issue proceedings in the normal way.•
Cathleen Noctor and Richard Lyons are the authors of a book on the
M.I.B.I. that will be published shortly.

Conclusion
Given the jurisdictional frailties, perhaps P.I.A.B. and the Minister for
Justice should invoke Section 17(1)(v) of the Act and decline to deal
20.
21.

Case C-63/01, judgment of the E.C.J. delivered on the 4th December, 2003.
Second Council Directive on Motor Insurance of the 30th December, 1983, on the
approximation of the laws of Member States relating to insurance against civil
liability in respect of the use of motor vehicles (84/5/EEC) ("the Second
Directive").

22.

At paragraph 35 and citing Commission v. Greece [1995] E.C.R. I-499, paragraph
9, and Commission v. Netherlands [2001] E.C.R. I-3451, paragraph 7.
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MIBI - A New Approach to
Processing Claims
David Richardson BL
Introduction
A new MIBI agreement was concluded on the 31st March, 2004. It is
proposed to set out in this article the main practical differences
between this new agreement and the preceding agreement of the 21st
December, 19881. Furthermore, the essential criteria that must now be
met by a claimant under the new regime will also be discussed.

Clause 3 - Conditions precedent to the MIBI's
liability
Clause 3 of the new agreement lists the matters to be done by the
claimant in order for his claim to come within the terms of the
agreement and in general it lists the terms which shall be conditions
precedent to the MIBI's liability. It is here that some major changes
have been introduced.

Clause 14 - Operation of the agreement
The new agreement will only affect claimants involved in accidents
that arise on or after the 1st May, 2004. Claims pursuant to accidents
before that date will be dealt with under the 1988 agreement.
One should note that the 1988 agreement has been brought to an end
by the new agreement, but without prejudice to the continued
operation of that agreement in so far as it relates to accidents
occurring before the 1st May, 20042. Thus cases concerning accidents
which occurred before the 1st May, 2004 will continue to be assessed
under the old regime.

Clause3.1: Before the issue of Court proceedings that will involve the
MIBI, the claimant must have given the MIBI notification of his intention
to seek compensation. In other words, it would not suffice to serve
pleadings on the MIBI without having first complied with the obligation
to give notice of the intention to do so. In this regard, the new agreement
does not differ from the 1988 agreement. Where the agreements do
differ though is in relation to how that notice must be given.
The new agreement sets out that notice may be given by registered
post or 'electronic mail as specified in the website www.mibi.ie4; the
1988 agreement had provided solely for the giving of notice by way of
registered post.

Clause 2 - Enforcement of the Agreement
It seems that the means by which one may seek compensation from the
MIBI, as set out in Clause 2 of the 2004 agreement, remain identical to
the means set out in the old agreement.
The wording has been amended slightly in that the 1988 agreement
lists means by which a claimant 'may' seek compensation from the
MIBI, whereas the new agreement sets out how the claimant 'must'
seek to enforce the agreement.
Perhaps this merely represents a tightening up of loose language;
despite the use of the word 'may' in the old agreement one cannot
envisage any other means that might have been invoked to seek
compensation from the MIBI other than those listed in that agreement
and therefore the use of the word 'must' changes nothing.
The notion that the abovementioned amendment represents a
tightening up of loose language is further corroborated by the addition
in clause 2.2 of 'and/or', which, in the 1988 agreement, had read simply
as 'or'3. The need to change the wording to 'and/or' could, on a strict
interpretation, infer that under the old regime, the MIBI could only be
cited as co-defendants in proceedings where either the owner or user
of a vehicle was the other defendant but not where both owner and
user were joined as defendants. Clearly this is not the case.
1.

2.
3.

The preceding MIBI agreement is that dated the 21st day of December 1988
which came into force on the 31st day of December 1988 'in respect of claims
arising out of the use of a vehicle in a public place on or after that that date'
(Clause 13 of the 1988 agreement). Incidents arising before that date were
subject to the terms of the 1964 MIBI agreement.
Clause 1 of the 2004 agreement entitled 'Determination of the Agreement of
1988'
'...citing MIBI as co-defendants in any proceedings against the owner and/or
user...'

The addition of e-mail as a means of notifying the MIBI of intention to
seek compensation represents an acceptance of changing business
practices and is overall to be welcomed.
It is assumed that it is in light of the introduction of e-mail as a means
of notifying the MIBI that the new agreement has recanted from the
need to give 'notice in writing' as was required by the 1988 agreement
and instead requires only 'prior notice'. Electronic mail is not strictly
speaking a form of 'writing' but rather computer data; the removal of
the need for written notice reflects this position.
Both agreements specify the time limits within which the above
notification must be made. The 1988 agreement provided that the
notification, in the case of death or personal injuries, had to be given
within three years. The new agreement provides that notification, again
in the cases of death or personal injuries, must be given 'within the
time limits prescribed in the Statutes of Limitation'.
Having the time limit for personal injuries mirror the time limits in the
Statute of Limitations permits a claimant to more readily invoke
arguments regarding discoverability of injuries should the claimant for
some reason be outside the strict three year limit imposed under the
1988 agreement. Likewise, a minor claimant can now wait until he
attains majority rather than having to act within three years.

4.

The website, as well as offering information about the MIBI, has an area in which
one may process a claim notification. This invites the claimant (or his
representatives) to enter information regarding the incident in question. When all
details have been entered the details are submitted. An e-mail acknowledgement
is assured within four hours and the claimant is advised to retain that as proof of
his compliance with the agreement. It is specifically pointed out to the claimant
that receipt of that e-mail acknowledgement obviates the need to send
notification in writing.
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A more cynical view might be that the agreement refers to the Statutes
of Limitation, rather than fixed lengths of time, in preparation for the
proposed reduction of the time limits within which personal injuries
claims will have to be instituted.
The Civil Liability Act, 1961 imposes a two year limit, in some circumstances,
where it is proposed to bring proceedings against the estate of a deceased
person. This time limit will need to be heeded in circumstances where, for
example, an uninsured driver who bears responsibility for the plaintiff's
injuries has died; the notification will need to mirror the statutory time limits
on bringing proceedings.
The one-year time limit in respect of damage to property is unchanged.
Clause 3.2 is unchanged except that the 2004 agreement clarifies that the
MIBI is entitled to sight of a claimant's medical reports where reasonably
required. The 1988 version did not specify this.
Clause 3.3 This is a new addition in the 2004 agreement. Here the MIBI
confirms its right to interview the claimant in claims that arise from an
accident caused or contributed to by an untraced driver.
This right of interview will assist the MIBI to investigate claims that are, by
their definition, notoriously difficult to adequately investigate. It is a measure
by which it is hoped to reduce fraudulent claims. In this regard, it should be
noted that the answers given by the claimant at such an interview, whilst
they may be used in the course of any subsequent court hearing related to
the MIBI's liability to that claimant, may not be used 'in any circumstances
in any criminal proceedings'. (Emphasis added). The answers are to be used
solely for the purposes of progressing the claimant's claim and cannot be
used by anyone other than the MIBI or its servants or agents. The claimant
is entitled to have his solicitor present at such interviews. The MIBI will be
liable for the 'reasonable costs' of such an interview5; it is not clear if this will
include legal costs incurred. Certainly clause 4.2 of the 2004 agreement
makes it abundantly clear that the MIBI will not be responsible for the costs
a claimant may have incurred in order to provide the MIBI with the
information it seeks
Clause 3.4 is also new and is also an anti-fraud measure. It simply states that
the claimant must co-operate fully with An Garda Siochana or any other
authorized person in their investigations of the claim. It does not specify who
'any other authorized person' encompasses but it must be assumed that
where an insurance company is appointed to handle a claim, that an official
of that company will be covered by the scope of this clause. Furthermore,
along the same lines of reasoning, any persons to whom the insurance
company contracts work (e.g. motor engineers or private investigators)
should also come within the rubric of clause 3.4.

The claimant, or his legal representatives, must establish if such a policy exists
by demanding particulars from the owner or user in accordance with s. 73 of
the Road Traffic Act, 1961. Practitioners should note that s.73 of the Act
requires that this demand be made in writing and sent by registered post.
Theoretically at least, failure to do so may leave the claimant in breach of the
agreement.
The clause goes on (and it is this continuation which is the significant
addition alluded to above) to impose a cooling off period of sorts. It states
that the claimant must wait at least three months before he can declare his
attempts to secure the insurance details to be unsuccessful.
One means by which this three month period can be circumvented is for the
claimant to present to the MIBI 'written confirmation from [a Garda] or the
owner and/or user of the vehicle' which gave rise to the claim; then the
notification may take place immediately.
If there is an approved policy in existence, then there is no need to wait for
three months to elapse if you are in a position to have a Garda or the owner/
user confirm this in writing.
It seems that if no policy exists, then the claimant will have to issue his letters
of demand under s. 73 and then wait for three months to pass before he can
notify the MIBI.
Clauses 3.7 and 3.8 These are the same as the 1988 clauses 3.5 and 3.6
Clause 3.9 By this clause, the claimant is obliged to give the MIBI at least 28
days notice before he obtains judgment against someone where obtaining
that judgment might give rise to an obligation on the part of the MIBI.
This clause ties in with Clause 4.1 of the new agreement, which is not
significantly different to Clause 4.1 of the 1988 agreement. Clause 4.1 states
that where judgment has been obtained in respect of any liability for
damage, injury or death which is required to be covered by a policy of
insurance and such judgment is not satisfied in full within 28 days, then the
MIBI will pay to the person in whose favour the judgment was given such
sum as remains payable (subject of course to the limitations of the
agreement). Clause 3.9 obliges the person who is pursuing such a judgment
to give the MIBI 28 days advance notice rather than seeking satisfaction
when judgment has already been obtained, as was the procedure under the
old regime.
Clause 3.10 is similar to Clause 3.7 of the 1998 agreement. Both impose on
the claimant the duty to take all reasonable steps against any person against
whom the claimant might have a remedy. Here the MIBI guarantees a full
indemnity as to reasonable costs incurred in taking such steps.

Clause 3.5 is a transcript of the 1988 agreement's clause 3.3; it obliges the
claimant to furnish the MIBI with copies of all relevant documents and legal
pleadings, statements, etc.

The final arbiter of disputes as to the reasonableness of the steps the MIBI
requests the claimant to take is the Minister.

Clause 3.6 largely transposes clause 3.4 of the 1988 agreement but there is
a significant addition to that as well.

The 1988 agreement referred to the claimant as 'the person bringing the
proceedings'. Such a reference is missing from the 2004 agreement.

The clause essentially places on the claimant the duty of establishing
whether or not an approved policy of insurance covering the use of any
vehicle involved in the accident the subject matter of the claim. The old
agreement states that he need only determine if a policy exists which
would cover such a vehicle for use in a public place; the 2004 agreement
requires him to go further than that and is not confined to use in a public
place alone. In other words he will need to establish whether or not any
form of insurance exists whatsoever.

Clauses 3.11 and 3.12 These are not materially different to clauses 3.8 and
3.9 of the 1988 agreement.
The remaining sub clauses at clause three are new to the 2004 agreement.

5.

Clause 3.13 imposes a new duty on the claimant. Any accident which
gives rise to a claim made to the MIBI must be reported to An Garda
Siochana within two days of the event or as soon as the claimant
reasonably can.

Clause 4.2 of the 2004 agreement
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In most instances, the Gardaí will no doubt be informed in any event.
The aim of this new sub clause is to deter bogus claims against the MIBI.
Clause 3.14 seems superfluous given the requirements made of the
claimant at clause 3.12
Clause 3.15 is a significant addition to the agreement. As discussed
above, the claimant clearly has a duty to notify the MIBI of his intention
to seek compensation. Clause 3.15 sets out exactly what must be
included in that notification. It states that any notification that lacks
the requisite information (or does not show good reason as to why it
lacks it) shall not be deemed to be duly notified to the MIBI.
Notification by way of the MIBI website requires that the claimant fill
in all boxes before he may submit the notification and thus the issue of
invalid notification is less likely to arise through that method.
However, notification by way of registered post (the more common
method at present at least) has now changed in that it will be deemed
invalid if the requisite information has not been supplied. One wonders
will the MIBI be so obliging as to inform claimants that their
notification has been deemed invalid before the expiry of the time limit
set out in the agreement at clause 3.1 or is it a matter that will be
brought to their attention at a later stage e.g. when the claimant seeks
to enforce the agreement.
Practitioners should be cautious regarding this aspect and it might prove
prudent to end such letters with a paragraph to the following effect:
'Unless we hear to the contrary within the next 10 days it will be
assumed that this notification has been deemed valid by your offices'.
The information that clause 3.15 requires to be contained in a
notification is:
a) Name, address and PPS no. of claimant
b) Registration number of vehicle alleged to be uninsured and make
and model (if known)
c) Garda Station to which the matter was reported
d) Why claimant feels the vehicle was uninsured
e) Steps taken to establish if there was a valid policy of insurance
f) Name and address of owner and/or user of vehicle

c) Registered post letters to user or owner to determine if insurance
exists; must wait three month if no success or if certified in
writing by owner/user/Garda that insurance exists, then sooner
than three months
d) Incident reported to Gardaí within two days or as soon as claimant
reasonably can

Thereafter:
a) Claimant to comply with Garda investigations
b) Claimant to attend interview if MIBI request (where claim arises
from untraced driver). Claimant may have solicitor present.
c) Furnish MIBI with material information reasonably required,
including medical reports
d) Notice of proceedings (to either insurer or MIBI as the case may be
under clause 3.8) before issue of proceedings
e) Claimant to take any reasonable steps the MIBI require of him; if
dispute regarding reasonableness, then Minister decides
The manner in which pleadings are drafted has also changed due to the
introduction of the new agreement, but this is a matter which will
postdate the notification procedure and is thus not within the remit of
this article.

Clause 4 - Satisfaction of Judgements by MIBI
Clause 4 has not changed significantly compared to the 1988
agreement. It clarifies two aspects related to the costs of claiming
compensation from the MIBI. Firstly, as mentioned earlier, at Clause 4.2
it specifies that the MIBI will not be liable for the costs incurred by the
claimant in supplying the MIBI with the information it requires (subject
to the costs reasonably incurred in attending for interview at the
request of the MIBI).
Secondly, clause 4.3 establishes that the MIBI is not to be a 'soft touch'
in relation to the legal costs. The legal costs or expenses recoverable
against the MIBI will not be higher than those that would be
recoverable where the owner or user of the vehicle was covered by an
approved policy. Furthermore, the legal costs in excess of what would
be payable will not be allowed merely because the MIBI is or may be a
defendant or co-defendant to proceedings; simply put - because the
MIBI is involved does not entitle the claimant to seek higher legal costs
than in other similar cases not involving the MIBI.
Clauses 5 and 6- 'Exclusion of Certain User and Passenger Claims'
and 'Unidentified or Untraced Vehicle, Owner or User' respectively:
These clauses are the same as the wording in the 1988 agreement.

g) Date and time and place of accident
h) Description of accident
i) If other vehicles involved, then the registration numbers, makes
and models of same
j) Names, addresses and insurance details of other drivers and/or
owners involved

'Intention to seek compensation' notification
checklist:

Clause 7 - Damage to Property This clause also remains the same, bar
the conversion of the Irish pound figures to euro figures; the figures
have not increased since the 1988 agreement; in fact due to rounding
down, they have reduced slightly.
The agreement is signed by the Minister for Transport, who replaces the
Minister for the Environment as signatory of the agreement.•

a) Notify of intention to seek compensation before issuing
proceedings
b) Done within time limits as per clause 3.1
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Abolition of Sureties in Respect
of Administration Bonds
Brian E. Spierin SC

A decision has been taken to abolish sureties for Administration Bonds
effective from September 1st, save where the Court directs there
should be sureties.
Section 34(1) of The Succession Act, 1965 provides as follows:-

the necessity for a surety or indeed the bond itself, has either been
abolished altogether or modified to provide a more flexible system,
whereby in some instances a court may direct that a bond and sureties
be provided in particular cases. In some jurisdictions, the cases in which
a bond or surety is required have been specifically defined, whereas in
other jurisdictions the matter has been approached more flexibly.

"34
-(1)Every person to whom a Grant of Administration is made shall
give a bond (in this section referred to as an Administration Bond)
to the President of the High Court to inure for the benefit of the
President of the High Court for the time being and, if the High
Court, the Probate Officer or (in the case of a grant from a District
Probate Registry) the District Probate Registrar so requires, with
one or more surety or sureties conditioned for duly collecting,
getting in and administering the estate of the deceased".
An Administration Bond is only required in the case where a Grant of
Administration is being applied for. An Administration Bond is not
required where a Grant of Probate is being applied for, that is where
executors are extracting the Grant of Representation. Therefore, where
a deceased dies intestate or where a deceased ties testate but for some
reason a Grant of Letters of Administration with the will annexed is
required, an Administration Bond will be required.
That will continue to be the position.
The Administration Bond is given in a sum, which is at least twice the
value of the gross estate. The Administration Bond was required to be
backed up by a surety or sureties who would, in effect, guarantee the
faithful administration of the estate by the administrator. In many
cases the surety was provided by an insurance company but in some
situations, such as an application for a grant by an applicant in person,
an insurance company would not join in the bond as a surety. In such
situations, the applicants for the grant had to provide personal sureties
(one or more) and that person had to be worth half the penal sum set
out in the bond.
In recent years, given the acceleration in property values, the ability to
obtain a bond was becoming more and more difficult.
The number of insurance companies offering to act as surety had
contracted to four, from twenty to thirty companies who were
providing the service a number of years ago. A near monopoly
situation had come into being and the premia being charged for
Administration Bonds were very high.
In a number of other common law jurisdictions, such as England and
Wales, Northern Ireland, the State of Ontario (Canada), Western
Australia, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales,

In order to abolish the requirement for a bond in this jurisdiction, a
legislative amendment would be required. Section 34 (1) lays down a
mandatory requirement that the bond be provided in all cases. The
discretion in relation to the matter relates to sureties only.
Difficulties were encountered in a number of cases in recent times,
whereby due to the value of the estate, a surety could not be procured.
In such cases, applications were being made to the Probate Judge to
have the necessity for a surety dispensed with. The Probate Officer,
quite wisely in such cases, felt that given the value of the estate, it
would be unwise for her to make the decision to dispense with a surety
and therefore referred the matter to the Probate Judge.
The Probate Office initiated a discussion process in relation to the
matter and submissions were made to the Probate Judge by the
Probate Office and also by a delegation from the Incorporated Law
Society.
This discussion group has made a recommendation to the President of
the High Court to abolish the requirement of sureties save where on
application to the High Court, the court directs that having regard to
the circumstances of the particular case, one or more sureties are
required.
The following Practice Direction was signed by the President of the
High Court in July and came into effect on Sept. 1, 2004:"High Court Practice Direction. Succession Act 1965 s.34(1)
From 1st September, 2004, it shall not be required of a person
applying for administration to furnish a surety or sureties in
addition to an administration bond unless required to do so by the
High Court, the Probate Officer, or in the case of a grant from a
District Probate registry, the District Probate Registrar."
Practitioners therefore should note this change in practice.
Practitioners should be alive to the abolition of the requirements for
sureties but further be aware that when advising, one should consider
whether the person being advised should seek to bring an application
(or whether an application should be brought in any particular case so
that the court can make a direction as to whether sureties are
required). Such applications would be brought before the Probate
Judge in the non-contentious probate motion list. •
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Office of the Parliamentary
Draftsman: A Secret History
Brian Hunt BL1

I. Introduction
Today the Office of the Parliamentary Draftsman is now called the
Office of the Parliamentary Counsel to the Government. Presently it is
comprised of approximately 18 full-time drafters and 4 consultant
drafters. The Office is responsible for drafting the 40 to 50 Bills which
are enacted each year and are also responsible for many of the 400 to
500 statutory instruments which are made annually.
Owing to the course of history, an examination of the development of
the Office of the Parliamentary Draftsman2 in Ireland, necessitates an
examination of the Parliamentary Counsel's Office in England.

II. The Origins of the UK Office

Thring's influence over the style of drafting which prevails in many
common law countries today cannot be overstated. This is particularly
true with regard to Irish legislation - even to the present day. Over the
years, Thring gathered instructions, rules and directions and this
collected wisdom was initially published in 1877 as a pamphlet, and
later as a seminal work in 1902 entitled Practical Legislation3. To this
day, it represents a very useful guide to the best practice in legislative
drafting.
A change in drafting style is said to have begun in 1854, when Thring,
in drafting the Merchant Shipping Act, introduced the modern plan of
breaking up an Act into parts, and sections into sub-sections.

Introduction
In 1860, Henry Thring was appointed to a post which gave him
responsibility for preparing Bills under the directions of the Home
Secretary. Thring clearly had an appetite for hard work and it is said
that he drafted the Representation of the People Act 1867 in just one
day. After Thring took up office, the workload and the demands made
of him appear to have increased considerably, in fact to such an extent
that some departments engaged outside counsel to draft their Bills.
Aside from the high costs, this uncoordinated approach gave rise to
inconsistencies in legislation. In 1869, these concerns led Mr Lowe, the
then Chancellor of the Exchequer to devise an arrangement so as to
centralise the drafting of bills.

UK Parliamentary Counsel's Office
Two months after he entered the Cabinet, Lowe along with Gladstone
signed undoubtedly the most significant minute from any drafter's
point of view - the Parliamentary Counsel's Office was established by a
Treasury Minute on 8 February 1869. Henry Thring was appointed as
head of the Office with the title of Parliamentary Counsel to the
Treasury. He was immediately assigned a permanent assistant - Henry
Jenkyns - and a Treasury allowance for such outside legal assistance as
he might require. On Thring's departure in 1917, he was replaced by Sir
Frederick Liddell, who was then followed by Sir William GrahamHarrison in 1928.

Lord Henry Thring
Thring spent much of his time drafting Irish Bills and it is of no surprise
therefore to learn that he was responsible for drafting a number of key

1

Irish Bills, notably, he drafted the Irish Church Bill 1869; Government
of Ireland Bill 1886 and also the Irish Land Bill under the personal
direction of Gladstone.

Researching a PhD in legislation at Trinity College, Dublin. This article is an
abridged version of a paper presented to the British and Irish Legal History
Conference, Dublin, 2 - 5 July 2003.

The Irish Office
As the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel to the Treasury became
more fully established, the existing Departmental draftsmen were
phased out, and so the Office became fully responsible for drafting all
Government Bills, except Irish Bills and Scotch Bills. The responsibility
for drafting Scotch Bills lay with the Secretary to the Lord Advocate.
Irish Bills were drafted by the draftsman attached to the Irish Office.
Though it is difficult to pinpoint the exact timing, it seems that a
parliamentary draftsman had been assigned to the Irish Office
sometime before 1875. Hugo Marmaduke O'Hanlon became counsel to
the Irish Office in 1801, subsequently William Lowndes drafted mainly
Irish bills after 1806. Sometime prior to 1866, a Draftsman of Bills was
appointed to the Office of Chief Secretary for Ireland. In 1877, William
Fitzpatrick Cullinan was appointed as a legislative draftsman at the
Irish Office. Appointed in 1908, Sir Francis Greer was the last person to
be appointed as Draftsman of Bills to the Irish Office.

III. Origins of the Parliamentary Draftsman's
Office
The Onset of Irish Independence
Following the Anglo-Irish Treaty in 1921, Saorstát Eireann was
governed by the King. Under Article 51 of the Free State Constitution,
the Executive Council was established to "aid and advise the
government". On 7 December, 1922, Hugh Kennedy he was appointed
as Ireland's Law Officer (ie. first Attorney General) and took up office
on 1 March 1923. His "predecessor" was T.W. Brown KC, MP who had
been Attorney General for Ireland up until 16 November 1921.
2
3

Since 1 October 2000, known as the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel to the
Government.
Published at different times, the work was also published under the title of The
Composition and Language of Acts of Parliament.
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Despite the fact that Kennedy was anxious to distinguish the new State
from Britain, he does not appear to have blindly adopted a sceptical
approach towards anything British. Quite the contrary, in fact many
aspects of the British system of administration were, and still are,
reflected in this State. Of particular interest is the level of co-operation
between the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel to the Treasury and
the Parliamentary Draftsman in Dublin at that time. Also of
significance is the similarity of the format of Irish statutes as compared
to British. It is also possible to point to the concordance of British and
Irish legislation in many respects.

illustrated by the fact that he worked for four years before the Minister
for Finance finally agreed his salary.4

Establishment of Office of Parliamentary
Draftsman

In November 1922, Matheson was joined by one Mr Hearne as Assistant
Draftsman, - John J Hearne who later went on to draft Irish
Constitution. He began working at the Office of the Parliamentary
Draftsman in 1922 and remained there until 1929 when he became
legal adviser to the Department of External Affairs. It was in this role
that he was instructed by the then Taoiseach, Eamon De Valera, to draft
the heads of a new Constitution of Ireland. When the Constitution
came into operation in 1937, de Valera is said to have dedicated a copy
to Hearne, who went on to become High Commissioner to Canada, and
Ambassador to the United States. Shortly after drafting the
Constitution, in 1939, Hearne was called to the inner bar in recognition
of his work.

Soon after Independence, Hugh Kennedy's efforts led to the
establishment of the office of Parliamentary Draftsman as a division
of the Office of the Attorney General. A diligent barrister named Arthur
Matheson was appointed as Ireland's first Parliamentary Draftsman.
This truly marked the beginning of one of the great Irish adventures of
the law, which continues to this day.

During 1923, Arthur Matheson was joined by J. Creed Meredith K.C.
who drafted some Bills. The heavy workload of the Office of the
Parliamentary Draftsman and the strain on Matheson at that time was
best illustrated by Matheson himself when he wrote to Hugh Kennedy
to express his unhappiness5:

dail

Although it is not possible to ascertain the date of his appointment
with absolute certainty, Matheson kept a diary for the duration of his
appointment and the first entry is dated Friday, 26 January 1923.

Matheson's Diaries
Matheson's diary entries provide a useful insight not only into the
extent of his workload, but they also give an indication as to the role
of the drafter at that time. For example, he frequently refers to having
attended the D†il and the Seanad. This is in stark contrast to
Parliamentary Counsel of today, who rarely, if ever have reason to
attend the Houses of the Oireachtas.
The diaries also reveal the considerable influence which Hugh Kennedy
had, not only on the development of the Office of the Parliamentary
Draftsman, but also on its work. Quite often Matheson received oral
instructions directly from Hugh Kennedy to draft particular measures
and he appears to have had frequent personal contact with the
Attorney. Interestingly, his direct contact with instructing officials
appears to have been minimal. He occasionally met departmental
officials to discuss particularly complex issues.
Probably the most significant aspect of the diaries is how they reveal
the phenomenal workload of Matheson. This is best illustrated by an
example; on 20 September 1923 he received verbal instructions from
Hugh Kennedy to draft the County Courts (Amendment) Bill. A mere
two days later, he handed a draft of the Bill to the Attorney General.
Also of note is his diary entry on 5 November 1923 which records that,
on that day, he received instructions to draft seven bills and one order.

IV. The Work of the Office
The Work of Arthur Matheson
It is clear form the documentation available, that Hugh Kennedy had a
heavy workload and worked very hard. It appears that he often worked
late at night at home. This enthusiasm and dedication of Kennedy was
equalled by Matheson. Matheson's dedication is probably best

4

In a Memo dated 28 July 1922, (UCD Archives P.4-282) Hugh Kennedy wrote (in
an effort to correct comments made by Treasury) that his salary had not yet been
agreed and that he paid a Clerk out of his own pocket for assistance.

"Hitherto the staff of this office has consisted of myself and one lady
clerk-typist ... I am satisfied that my health will not permit me to
continue to work at the pressure at which I have had to work during
the past six months, and if a complete breakdown is to be avoided, the
strain on me must be relieved."
He was clearly angered by the under-resourcing of the Office and he
also complained that instructions for drafts were not furnished to the
Office in sufficient time.

Achievements of the Office
The role played by the Parliamentary Draftsman's Office at this time
was fundamental to the development of the State. The significance of
its contribution should not be underestimated, particularly in the light
of the mammoth task of establishing a sufficient administrative
structures following independence. This was succinctly expressed by
Hugh Kennedy himself in 1929, writing after his appointment as Chief
Justice:
"The legislation of the seven years contains the more or less complete
mechanism of the new State, a new mechanism of local government
and poor law administration, the frame of a new judicial system, the
structure of a civil service, an army and police force, the legislative
foundations for agricultural and other industries, new machinery of
land purchase, reforms in the administration of criminal law, and much
else besides, going to the foundations legal and constitutional of the
daily lives of our citizens and therefore of the daily business of our
lawyers."6
The true extent of the Office of the Parliamentary Draftsman's
contribution to the development of the State is probably best illustrated
by reference to some of the Bills which were drafted in the period 1922
to 1929. A surprising 282 statutes were enacted in the period from
1922 to 1928. During this period, laws which went to the very heart of
the development of the new State were drafted by the Parliamentary
Draftsman. For example, the Electoral Act 1923; the Garda Síochána
Act 1924; the Ministers and Secretaries Act 1924; the Courts of Justice
Act 1926; and the Provisional Collection of Taxes Act 1927.
5
6

Letter from Arthur Matheson to Hugh Kennedy dated 14 September 1923. (UCD
Archives P.4-640).
Chief Justice Kennedy writing in the Foreword to Hanna, The Statute Law of The
Irish Free State 1922 to 1928 (Dublin, 1929) p. vi.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

the award -Courts Act, 1981 - Arbitration Act,
1954 (202/2001 - Supreme Court - 1/3/2004)
Horan v Quilter

Statutory duty

Article

Competition law - Auxiliary dental workers Statutory power to establish scheme to
regulate practice of denturism - Legislative
interpretation - Whether mandatory obligation
to establish scheme - Whether defendants
acted reasonably and fairly in exercising
powers -Constitutional right to earn a
livelihood - Whether plaintiff's right infringed
- Whether breaches of competition law Dentists Act 1985 (1998/1538P - Gilligan J 27/2/2004)
Kenny v The Dental Council

Carey, Gearoid
"Baseball" arbitration
2004 CLP 138

Statutory Instrument
Oireachtas (allowances to members) and
ministerial, parliamentary, judicial and court
offices (amendment) act 1998 (allowances and
allocations) (amendment) order 2004
SI 431/2004

AGRICULTURE

BANKING
Statutory Instruments
Central bank act 1971 (approval of scheme of
transfer between citibank international plc
and citibank Ireland financial services plc)
order 2004
SI 470/2004
Central bank and financial services authority
of Ireland act 2003 (commencement) order (no
1) 2004
SI 454/2004
Central bank and financial services authority
of Ireland act 2004 (commencement) order
2004
SI 455/2004

Statutory Instrument
Agriculture appeals act 2001 (amendment of
schedule) regulations 2004
SI 507/2004

ANIMALS
Statutory Instrument
Diseases of animals act (importation of sheep)
order 2004
SI 503/2004

CASE STATED
Waste
Planning and environmental law - Criminal
prosecution by EPA - Whether waste licence
audit report and records inadmissible in
criminal trial as involuntary confessions
(2003/739SS - Kearns J - 21/5/2004)
Environmental Protection Agency v Swalcliffe Ltd

CHILDREN
ARBITRATION
Interest
Whether interest on the arbitrators award
should run from the date of the award or from
the date of the High Court judgment enforcing

Article
Duane, Eilean
Children with disabilities and the law
2004 (2) IJFL 8
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Statutory Instrument
Children act 2001 (commencement) order
2004
SI 468/2004

COMMERCIAL LAW
Library Acquisitions
Goode, Roy
Commercial law
3rd ed
London: LexisNexis UK, 2004
N250
Ellis, Henry
Modern Irish commercial and consumer law
Bristol: Jordan Publishing Ltd, 2004
N250.C5

COMPANY LAW
Charge
Equitable charge - Solicitor's undertaking to
secure loan granted to defendant by plaintiff
on proceeds of sale of land contained in letter
to plaintiff - Whether intention of parties to
create equitable charge over proceeds of sale
of land - Whether intention of parties that
loan advanced should be secured by proceeds
of sale of lands - Whether solicitor's letter
creates equitable charge upon proceeds of sale
- Companies Act 1963 section 99 (2001/2446P
- Gilligan J - 19/12/2003)
Anglo Irish Bank Corp. plc. v Edward Kavanagh
Maynooth Ltd
Insolvency
Winding up petition - Whether evidence that
company unable to pay its debts - Whether
company acting bona fide in defending claim Companies Act 1963, section 214(a)
(2002/103COS - Laffoy J - 31/3/2004)
In re ICT International Cotton and Textile
Trading Company Ltd
Articles
Aherne, Deirdre
Corporate killing in Ireland - a new paradigm
2004 (Sep) ITR 235

LegalUpdate

Brennan, Frank
Joint Brussels conference hears a spirited
defence of Irish corporation tax system
2004 (Mar) ITR 147
Hutchinson, Brian
The companies (auditing and accounting) act
2003 - an overview
2004 CLP 141
O'Hanlon, Niall
Liquidations and receiverships: creating
charges and restraining advertisements
2004 CLP 164
Statutory Instrument
Companies (amendment) act 1982 (section
13(2)) order 2004
SI 506/2004

COMPETITION
Article
Carey, Gearoid
Restraint of trade revisited
2004 ILT 230

CONTRACT
Breach
Terms and conditions - Interpretation - Nature
of contract - Whether contract of insurance
between plaintiff and defendant - Indemnity Plaintiff's obligations under contract of
indemnity - Whether plaintiff entitled to have
rules of natural justice applied to
interpretation of contract (2001/1991P Carroll J - 31/3/2004)
Barry v Medical Defence Union Ltd
Injunction
Winding-up - Bona fide dispute - Debt Companies Act - Whether the plaintiff was
acting in good faith and had substantial
grounds for disputing the alleged debt owed
to the defendant (11966P/2003 - Laffoy J 19/1/2004)
Coalport Building Co. Ltd v Castle Contracts
(Ireland) Ltd
Sale of Land
Planning permission - Implied condition Easement - Promissory estoppel Conveyancing Act, 1881 - Whether the
defendant's refusal to allow the drain for the
disposal of sewage to cross the land retained
by them as shown on the site layout plan
lodged for the purpose of obtaining the
outline permission amounted to a derogation
from the defendants's grant of the land Local Government (Planning and Development)
Act, 1963 (216/2002 - Supreme Court 25/2/2004)
Bennett Construction Ltd v Greene

Article
Carey, Gearoid
Restraint of trade revisited
2004 ILT 230

CRIMINAL LAW
Appeal
Offence of endangerment - Whether trial
judge erred in failing to withdraw count from
jury - Whether verdict of jury inconsistent
insofar as applicant acquitted of manslaughter
but found guilty of endangerment - Non-Fatal
Offences Against the Person Act 1997, section
13 (154/2002 - Court of Criminal Appeal 27/5/2004)
People (DPP) v McGrath
Appeal
Appeal to Supreme Court - Application for
certificate - Judge's charge - Whether possible
to point to specific point of law that clearly
could be said to be point of law involved in
judge's charge to the jury - Courts of Justice
Act 1924, section 29 (29/2000 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 22/7/2003)
People (DPP) v. McC (M)
Appeal
Conviction - Irrationality or inconsistency of
jury verdicts - Acquittal in respect of charge of
rape and conviction for sexual assault Whether verdicts so inconsistent as to warrant
description perverse - Whether verdicts should
be set aside (130/2001 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 14/10/2002)
People (DPP) v Scannell
Appeal
Conviction - Sentencing - Murder and
attempted murder - Mandatory life and 15
years to run consecutively - Whether sentence
was indefinite and lacked certainty (4/2002 Court of Criminal Appeal - 27/5/2003)
People (DPP) v Whelan
Appeal
Conviction - Sexual offences - Admissibility of
complaint - Whether complaint not made in
time (259/2001 - Court of Criminal Appeal 13/11/2003)
People (DPP) v Murphy
Appeal
Conviction - Whether trial judge erred in
finding that issue of provocation should not be
left the jury (72/2002 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 6/2/2004)
People (DPP) v Kelly
Appeal
Two matters certified - Appeal to Supreme
Court - Witness protection programme Admissibility of evidence - Whether
corroboration required - Courts of Justice Act
1924, section 29 (71/2001 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 27/1/2004)
People (DPP) v Gilligan
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Appeal
Conviction - Conviction quashed - Application
to have case remitted to District Court - Delay
in prosecution - Public interest (436; 438 &
443/2003 - Supreme Court - 1/3/2004)
Whelan v Kirby
Appeal
Offence of endangerment - Whether trial
judge erred in failing to withdraw count from
jury - Whether no evidence of specific intent Non-Fatal Offences Against the Person Act
1997, section 13 (155/2002 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 27/5/2004)
People (DPP) v Cagney
Appeal to Supreme Court
Certificate - Conviction quashed and re-trial
ordered - Whether applicant could seek
certificate in situation where conviction
quashed - Whether court functus officio Courts of Justice Act 1924, section 29
(202/2001 - Court of Criminal Appeal 23/2/2004)
People (DPP) v Campbell
Autrefois acquit
Prohibition - Appeal - Retrial - Courts of
Justice Act, 1928 - Whether a prosecution
should be prohibited in circumstances where
an alternative charge had been withdrawn
from the jury (43/2003 - Supreme Court 5/3/2004)
McCowan v DPP
Bail
Burglary - Leave to appeal conviction - Verbal
confession - Whether bail should be granted
(65/92 - Court of Criminal Appeal 16/5/2002)
People (DPP) v Doherty
Bail
Flight risk - Serious offence - Delay - Offences
Against the State Act, 1939 - Bail Act, 1997 Whether the applicant was entitled to renew
his application for bail on the ground that the
prosecution delayed in proceeding with his
trial (2004/308SS - Supreme Court 02/04/2004)
Maguire v DPP
Bail
Re-trial after conviction quashed - Application
to vary bail - Conditions - DPP's consent to
application (155/1999 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 29/5/2003)
DPP v Brennan
Case stated
Summonses - Three sets of summonses
alleging same offences - Whether District
Court judge jurisdiction to strike out second
set of summonses and proceed to hear third
set - Whether applicant prejudiced in any way
- Whether alleged irregularity barred
subsequent proceedings (2003/2153SS Herbert J - 23/2/2004)
Mullins v DPP
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Certiorari
Warrants - Judicial review - Whether search
warrants should be quashed - Whether
request received by Minister in accordance
with Criminal Justice Act 1994 - Whether
power to issue warrants ministerial or judicial
(2003/323JR & 949JR - Finnegan P 24/2/2004)
Creaven v Criminal Assets Bureau
Conviction
Life imprisonment on murder charge Whether trial judge erred in acceding to
requisition by prosecution counsel to
recharge jury (29/2003 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 9/2/2004)
People (DPP) v McWeeney
Conviction
Appeal - Murder - Jury keeping - Whether
the applicant's conviction should have been
quashed on the basis that the jury were not
adequately kept (84/2002 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 13/10/2003)
People (DPP) v Martin McDonagh
Conviction
Appeal against conviction - Appeal against
sentence - Co-accused - Self- defence Assault - malicious damage - Whether the
judge's charge to the jury in relation to the
requirement to consider each accused
separately was adequate despite the fact that
he failed to use the conventional formula of
words (96/2002 - Court of Criminal Appeal 13/11/2003)
People (DPP) v Murphy
Conviction
Appeal - Circuit Court - Demanding money
with menaces - Trial judge's charge to the
jury - Whether comment made by judge went
too far (35/2001 - Court of Criminal Appeal 20/3/2003)
People (DPP) v Ahern
Delay
Stay on prosecution on grounds of inordinate
and inexcusable delay - Whether actual
prejudice to fair trial (50/2000 - Supreme
Court - 7/12/2000)
McKenna v Presiding Judge of the Dublin
Circuit Criminal Court
Detention
Application for release - Whether detention
lawful - Whether transitional arrangements
on coming into force of European Arrest
Warrant Act 2003 applied - Interpretation of
"produced" in s. 43(1)(b) of Extradition Act
1965 - Bunreacht na hêireann 1937, Article
40.4.2 (2004/3EXT - Peart J - 26/2/2004)
O'Rourke v Governor of Cloverhill Prison
Drugs offences
Assault - Prejudicial evidence - Validity of
search warrant - Whether search warrant
defective - Whether applicant received fair
trial - Whether jury should have been
discharged - Misuse of Drugs Acts, 1977 -

1984 (106/2000 - Court of Criminal Appeal 24/3/2004)
People (DPP) v McGartland

1996, section 3 (90/2001 & 146/2003 Supreme Court - 8/3/2004)
Murphy v C (M)

Extradition
Plaintiff suffered stroke and facing complex
trial - Whether unjust, oppressive or invidious
to deliver him for rendition - Extradition Act
1965 as amended, sections 47, 50 (63/2002 Supreme Court - 10/2/2004)
Armstrong v Conroy

Sentence
Suspended sentence - Activation of
suspended sentence - Whether Circuit Court
should have activated suspended sentences Whether sentences could be partially, not
totally, activated - Whether Circuit Court
erred (02/2002 - Court of Criminal Appeal 12/1/2004)
People (DPP) v Stewart

Extradition
Correspondence of offences - Whether acts
alleged by foreign authority against accused
constitute offence under laws of State European arrest warrant - Transitional
provisions - Whether extradition falls to be
dealt with under provisions of Extradition Act
1965 - Extradition Act 1965 - Children's Act
2001, section 246 - European Arrest Warrant
Act 2003, section 50 (2004/8EXT - Finnegan
P - 19/4/2004)
Attorney General v Leneghan
Extradition
Correspondence of offences - Phrase
"grevious bodily harm" used in warrants - No
factual details contained in warrant Whether correspondence made out Extradition Act 1965, sections 47 and 50
(2003/20Ext & 537Sp - Peart J - 24/2/2004)
Attorney General v Heywood
Fair procedures
Application for inspection of intoximeter "Gary Doyle" application - Failure by District
Judge to entertain application - Whether
breach of fair procedures - Error on face of
order - Whether order failed to show
jurisdiction on its face (443/2003 - Supreme
Court - 1/3/2004)
Whelan v Kirby
Judicial review
Injunction - Prosecution halted before
particular District Court judge - Whether retrial contrary to natural and constitutional
justice - Whether applicant entitled to
injunction restraining DPP from attempting to
further prosecute him (2003/595JR - Kearns J
- 27/2/2004)
Landers v DPP
Judicial review
Appropriate remedy - Non-disclosure of video
evidence by prosecution to applicant prior to
trial - Application for direction to acquit
refused by trial judge - Application for
judicial review made after conviction of
applicant by jury in Circuit Court - Whether
appeal more appropriate remedy than
application for judicial review in
circumstances (2002/194JR - Gilligan J 9/12/2003)
Corbally v McCartan
Proceeds of crime
Appeal - Whether section 3 proceedings
interlocutory or final - Proceeds of Crime Act
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Sentence
Appeal - Severity of sentence - Plea ad
misericordium - Whether trial judge erred
(65/2003 - Court of Criminal Appeal 8/10/2003)
People (DPP) v Jennings
Sentence
Appeal - Acceptance by trial judge of garda's
opinion not supported by evidence - Whether
trial judge erred in principle (205/2002 Court of Criminal Appeal - 17/12/2003)
People (DPP) v O'Loughlin
Sentence
Appeal - Minimum sentence for manslaughter
where knife used - Whether trial judge erred
in principle - Whether sentence excessive
(82/2003 - Court of Criminal Appeal 17/12/2003)
People (DPP) v Dillon
Sentence
Appeal against sentence - Rehabilitation Whether the applicant's sentence was severe
taking into consideration his rehabilitation
since the commission of the offences
(150/2003 - Court of Criminal Appeal 8/10/2003)
People (DPP) v Eccles
Sentence
Severity of sentence - Possession of child
pornography - No access to computer or
internet without supervision - Right to earn
livelihood - Whether sentence so severe as to
warrant interference (170/2002 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 7/7/2003)
People (DPP) v Muldoon
Sentence
Appeal - Severity of sentence - Possession of
drugs - Whether trial judge erred (171/2002 Court of Criminal Appeal - 8/10/2003)
People (DPP) v McNamara

Sentence
Appeal - Severity of sentence - Whether trial
judge erred in principle (137/2001 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 08/10/2003)
People (DPP) v Power
Sentence
Leave to appeal against sentence - Whether
the learned trial judge failed to take into
account all relevant factors relating to the
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applicant when imposing sentence (140/2002
- Court of Criminal Appeal - 15/12/2003)
People (DPP) v Jacobs
Sentence
Appeal - Whether judge took into account
applicant's co-operation - Whether judge
erred (62/2003 - Court of Criminal Appeal 17/12/2003)
People (DPP) v Earley
Sentence
Appeal - Possession of controlled substance Exceptional and Specific circumstances Misuse of Drugs Act 1977 - Criminal Justice
Act, 1999 (50/2003 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 19/1/2004)
People (DPP) v Botha
Sentence
Application by DPP for review of sentence Three years' imprisonment on guilty plea to
manslaughter - Whether sentence adequately
reflected gravity of offence - Whether
increase in sentence necessary to make it due
and proportionate - Criminal Justice Act
1993, section 2 (1CJA/2002 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 10/10/2002)
DPP v Cahill
Sentence
Assault - Previous character - Mitigating
circumstances - Whether sentence imposed
unduly severe - Non-Fatal Offences Against
the Person Act, 1997 (138/2001 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 28/4/2003)
DPP v Hogan
Sentence
Drugs offences - Plea of guilty - Mitigating
circumstances - Whether sentence imposed
unduly severe - Misuse of Drugs Acts, 1977 1984 (157/2001 - Court of Criminal Appeal 17/12/2002)
People (DPP) v Brennan
Sentence
Robbery - Sentencing - Mitigating
circumstances - Rehabilitation - Whether
sentence imposed unduly lenient - Criminal
Justice Act, 1993 (200CJA/2002 - Court of
Criminal Appeal - 24/3/2004)
People (DPP) v Keegan
Sexual offences
Appeal - Conviction - Use of word
"complaint" by prosecution counsel in
circumstances where no evidence of
complaint - Whether trial judge erred in
refusing to discharge jury (223/2001 - Court
of Criminal Appeal - 15/12/2003)
People (DPP) v. H (S)
Sexual offence
Appeal - Judge's charge - Case for defence Excessive comment - Corroboration warning Admissibility of similar fact evidence
(74A/2001 - Court of Criminal Appeal 27/5/2004)
People (DPP) v O'S (D)

Sexual offences
Delay - Fair procedures - Charge to jury Conflict of evidence - Whether evidence
should have been excluded - Whether trial
judge's charge to jury sufficient (29/2000 Court of Criminal Court - 18/3/2003)
DPP v McC (M)
Articles
Conroy, Brian
Sentencing under the child pornography and
trafficking act 1998
2004 (2) ICLJ 8
Daly, Yvonne Marie
The criminal justice bill, 2004: no step
forward, two steps back
2004 (3) ICLJ 2
Dillon, Michael
Intoxicated automatism is no defence:
Majewski is law in Ireland
2004 (3) ICLJ 7
O'Donnell, Ian
Patterns in crime
2004 (2) ICLJ 2
O'Mahony, Paul
The US war on terrorism and other difficulties
facing the evolving EU human rights
environment
2004 (2) ICLJ 14

DAMAGES
Assessment
Road traffic accident - Personal injuries General damages - Plaintiff's pre-existing
arthritic symptoms (2001/107CA - Peart J 22/4/2004)
Rogan v Walsh

DEFAMATION
Libel
Preliminary issues - Accord and satisfaction Printed correction - Apology - Whether
parties ad idem as to terms of apology Whether published correction amounts to
accord and satisfaction discharging cause of
action - Innuendo - Whether article capable
of bearing meaning complained of
(2002/10137P - Gilligan J - 21/4/2004)
McGrath v Independent Newspaper (Ireland)
Ltd

EDUCATION
Statutory Instruments
Education and science (delegation of
ministerial functions) order 2003
SI 526/2003
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Education and science (delegation of
ministerial functions) order 2003
SI 526/2003

ELECTIONS
Constitutionality
Equality - Non-party electoral candidates Whether the Oireachtas was entitled to
introduce legislative provisions restricting the
eligibility of non-party candidates for election
- Bunreacht na hêireann Articles 16 and 40 Electoral Act, 1992 - Electoral (Amendment)
Act, 2002 (2002/6351P; 6111P & 6431P Kearns J - 19/12/2003)
King v The Minister for the Environment
Disqualification from local authority
membership
Whether constitutional right to stand for
election to membership of local authority Whether interference with right to stand for
election to D†il - Whether infringement of
guarantee of equality - Whether interference
reasonable and proportionate - Whether
Local Government Act disqualifying members
of D†il êireann from local authority
membership unconstitutional - Local
Government Act 2001 section 13A
(2003/7096p - Laffoy J - 20/2/2004)
Ring v Attorney General
Expenses
Statutory spending limits imposed on
candidates during election campaign Whether salary of public servant reckonable
as election expense if that person volunteers
their services to candidate in election
campaign whilst on anneal leave - Whether
costs of duties carried out in notice party's
constituency unit in Dublin during election
campaign fall to be treated as election
expenses - Whether petitioners have to
demonstrate that notice party exceeded that
portion of election expenses which remained
after his 50% assignment in favour of party
at national level regardless of amount spent
by party at national level - Whether notice
party exceeded statutory spending limits in
conduct of election campaign - Electoral Act
1997, sections 31 and 32 - Electoral
(Amendment) (No. 2) Act, 2002
(2003/43MCA - Kelly J - 30/1/2004)
In re Sinnott, Martin (notice party)

EMPLOYMENT LAW
Discrimination
Equality - Plaintiff found to have
discriminated against defendant by Labour
Court - Whether Labour Court erred in law in
so finding on basis of insufficient evidence Whether Labour Court erred in interpretation
of time limit applicable to a claim for gender
discrimination - Employment Equality Act
1977 section 19 (2003/169SP - Butler J 28/11/2003)
Mid Western Health Board v Fitzgerald
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Health and Safety
Health And Safety - Fatal Accident At Work Fine - Proportionality - Whether the fine
imposed on the applicant company was grossly
excessive - Health, Safety and Welfare at Work
Act, 1989 (149/2003 - Court of Criminal Appeal
- 16/12/2003)
People (DPP) v Oran Pre-Cast Ltd

Employment regulation order (law clerks joint
labour committee), 2004
SI 522/2004

Retirement
Superannuation Scheme - Whether the plaintiff
was entitled to take retirement and receive the
benefit of a superannuation scheme when he
was offered an alternative post within the
company (185/2003 - Supreme Court 20/4/2004)
Tannam v An Post

Carey, Gearoid
The new European enforcement order
2004 CLP 170

Wrongful dismissal
Unfair dismissal - Redundancy - Injunction Damages - Whether plaintiff could make a
claim for unfair dismissal under the common
law rules and therefore outside the statutory
framework (2004/1356P - Carroll P 25/3/2004)
Orr v Zomax Ltd
Articles
Darcy, Shane
Achieving de facto equality between men and
women - making employment equality act 1998
work
2004 ILT 199
Kimber, Cliona
Stress at work - searching for guidance
2004 (3) IELJ 80
Leland, Carol
The right to privacy and surveillance and
monitoring in the workplace - striking the
balance
2004 (3) IELJ 75
Matthews, Kathryn
The maternity protection (amendment) bill 2003
2004 (3) IELJ 68
Library Acquisition
Kilcommins, Shane
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Extending the scope of employment equality
legislation: comparative perspectives on the
prohibited grounds of discrimination
Dublin: Stationery Office, 2004
N191.2.C5
Statutory Instruments
Employment regulation order (hairdressing (Cork
County Borough) joint labour committee) (No
2), 2004
SI 519/2004
Employment regulation order (hairdressing joint
labour committee), 2004
518/2004

EUROPEAN UNION
Article

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Article
Connolly, Bernie
Financial collateral arrangements - the
impact of the new regulations
2004 CLP 155 [Part 1]

FISHERIES

Library Acquisition
Statutory Instruments
Lasok, K P E
Judicial control in the EU: procedures and
principles
Richmond: Richmond Law & Tax, 2004
W93

EVIDENCE
Library Acquisition
Tapper, Colin
Cross and Tapper on evidence
10th ed
London: Butterworths, 2004
M600

EXTRADITION
Article
Gallagher, Lorna
Recent developments regarding the revenue
offence exception to extradition
2004 (May) ITR 245

FAMILY LAW
Children
Custody - Habeas corpus application Whether children ought to be in father's
custody rather than in custody of wife
(120/2004 - Supreme Court - 2/4/2004)
RvR
Guardianship
Custody - Access - Jurisdiction Constitutional justice - Special summons Habitual residence of the children - Order
made by Belgium court - Whether court
should exercise its discretion - Guardianship
of Infants Act, 1964 (2003/65M Geoghegan-Finlay J - 26/3/2004)
N (F) and B (E) v O (C), O (H) and K (E)

Blue ling (fisheries management and
conservation) order 2004
SI 484/2004
Cod (fisheries management and conservation)
(no. 8) order 2004
SI 516/2004
Haddock (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 16) order 2004
SI 513/2004
Haddock (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 17) order 2004
SI 514/2004
Hake (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 8) order 2004
SI 515/2004
Ling (fisheries management conservation) (no.
2) order 2004
SI 489/2004
Monk (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 15) order 2004
SI 520/2004
Monk (fisheries managment and
conservation) (no 16) order 2004
SI 521/2004
Norway lobster (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 4) order 2004
SI 510/2004
Title List
Norway lobster (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 5) order 2004
SI 511/2004
Plaice (fisheries management and
conservation) (no. 4) order 2004
SI 512/2004

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

Article
Bates, Frank
Financial agreements: a lesson (or warning?)
from Australia
2004 (2) IJFL 2
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Appeal
School reports produced by Department for
Education and Science - Whether information
commissioner erred in law - Locus standi of
appellant - Freedom of Information Act 1997
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(2003/20MCA - Gilligan J - 20/5/2004)
Sheedy v Information Commissioner
Interlocutory application
Administrative law -Garda Síochána Practice and procedure - Application to
cross-examine - Whether necessary to crossexamine on affidavit - Freedom of
Information Act, 1997 - Rules of the Superior
Courts, 1986 Order 130 (321/2002 - Supreme
Court - 15/12/2003)
Holland v The Information Commissioner

GARDA SIOCHANA
Judicial review
Complaints -- Order of mandamus compelling
respondent to hear and determine complaint
- Whether complaint out of time - Garda
Siochana (Complaints) Act 1986, section 4
(2003/875JR - Murphy J - 25/5/2004)
Kearney v Garda Siochana Complaints Board

HUMAN RIGHTS

Asylum
Deportation - Judicial review - Leave Extension of time - Whether notification
served on applicant - Whether Minister failed
to have regard to factors in determining
whether to make deportation order - Illegal
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000, section 5 Immigration Act 1999, section 3 (2003/501JR
- Herbert J - 19/3/2004)
Lasout v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform
Asylum
Judicial review - Mandamus - Issue estoppel
- Res judicata - Citizenship - Declaration of
post nuptial citizenship - Whether previous
determination of same issue - Whether
applicant precluded from raising issue of
respondents' statutory jurisdiction not put
forward by him in previous proceedings - Fair
procedures - Whether principles of fair
procedures required that applicant be
afforded oral hearing with legal
representation prior to making of decision Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act 1956,
section 8 (2001/754JR - Kearns J - 5/3/2004)
Akram v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform

Articles
Donnellan, Anne
Article 7 of the convention on the elimination
of all forms of racial discrimination:
destroying the root causes of a noxious weed
at the chalk face
2004 ILT 96 [part 1]
2004 ILT 106 [part 2]
O'Mahony, Paul
The US war on terrorism and other difficulties
facing the evolving EU human rights
environment
2004 (2) ICLJ 14

IMMIGRATION
Asylum
Deportation Order - Asylum - Legitimate
expectation - Whether the applicant had a
legitimate expectation to remain in the state
following the issuing of a work permit and
visa - Illegal Immigration Act 1999 - Illegal
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 Bunreacht na hêireann, 1937 article 40.4. 2¯
of the Constitution (2004/104JR - Herbert J 24/2/2004)
Singeorzan v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law R
Asylum
Judicial review - Time limits - Delay - Leave
to extend time - Application for judicial
review made outside time limit imposed by
statute - Whether grounds for extending time
to apply for judicial review - Illegal
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000
(2002/805JR - O'Sullivan J - 25/3/04)
Argutinski v Minister for Justice, Equality and
Law Reform

London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2004
N294.M6

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Passing off
Interlocutory injunction - Whether plaintiff
entitled to injunction restraining defendants
passing off their pageants as those of
plaintiff - Fair question to be tried Adequacy of damages - Balance of
convenience (2003/10438P - Laffoy J 10/2/2004)
Miss World Ltd v Miss Ireland Beauty Pageant Ltd

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Certiorari
National Monument - Permit - Whether the
respondent was entitled to limit the number
of people visiting a national monument by
issuing permits for the purpose of preserving
the monument - National Monuments Act
1930 to 1987 - State Property Act, 1954
(190/2001 - Supreme Court - 24/2/2004)
Casey v Minister for Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht
and the Islands

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Article
McBride, Katie
Marketing online: how to do it lawfully
2004 CLP 131
Library Acquisition
Blanpain, Roger
Use and monitoring of e-mail, intranet and
internet facilities at work
The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 2004
N347.4

INJUNCTION
Sea fishing boat licences
Common Fisheries Policy - Policy Directive Fisheries (Consolidation) Act, 1959 - Fisheries
(Amendment) Act, 2003 - Whether the
plaintiffs were entitled to an injunction
restraining the application of a Policy
Directive pending proceedings challenging the
legality of that directive (2004/1543P - Kelly
J - 4/3/2004)
Cavankee Fishing Co Ltd v The Minister for
Communications, Marine and Natural
Resources

INSURANCE
Library Acquisition
Merkin, Robert
The law of motor insurance
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Certiorari
Planning permission - Material contravention
of development plan - Health issues - City
and County Management (Amendment) Act,
1955 section 5 - Local Government (Planning
and Development) Acts, 1963 to 1999 - Local
Government Act, 1991 (2000/487JR - O
Caoimh J - 26/2/2003)
Wicklow County Council v Wicklow County
Manager
Certiorari
Drunken driving - Mandamus - Delay - Road
Traffic Acts, 1961 and 1994 - Whether the
judge acted outside his jurisdiction in
imposing a penalty requiring the applicant to
pay a sum of money to charity having
pleaded guilty to the offence of drunken
driving (2003/48JR - O Caoimh J - 3/11/2003)
DPP v Maughan
Certiorari
Immigration - Injunction - Deportation - Whether a non national has the right to
reside in Ireland with their spouse given the
recognition of family rights in Ireland in
Article 41 of the Constitution due to the fact
that they married an Irish citizen - Whether
the respondent was required to consider the
changed circumstances of the second named
applicant between the making of the
deportation order and its execution
(2003/539JR - Murphy J - 23/1/2004)
F (P) and F (C) v The Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform
Delay
Prejudice - Trial in due course of law - Sexual
offences - Whether the delay in prosecuting
the case against the applicant was sufficient
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to amount to a real risk that the applicant
would not receive a fair trial (2000/56JR - O
Caoimh J - 19/12/2003)
J (B) v DPP
Delay
Employment regulation orders - Overtime Industrial Relations Act 1990 - Discrimination
- Whether the applicants' application for
judicial review should be refused given the
delay in instituting the proceedings (165 &
174/2004 - Supreme Court - 14/5/2004)
Noonan Services Ltd v The Labour Court
Delay
Application for leave - Whether there had
been such delay as to deprive applicants of
remedy of judicial review - Number of parties
affected - Rules of the Superior Courts, O. 84,
r. 21(1) (2003/957JR - Kearns J - 25/2/2004)
Noonan Services Ltd v The Labour Court
Housing
Exclusion from dwelling - Section 62 of
Housing Act 1966 - Whether the applicant
had satisfied the relatively low threshold
required to obtain leave to apply for judicial
review (29/2003 - Supreme Court 13/5/2004)
Hunt v Dublin City Council

Prohibition
Garda Síochána - Bias - Complaints referred
to Garda Síochána Complaints Board Comments made by chairman of Board during
radio interview - Whether remarks made by
chairman constituted prejudgment of issues
and bias (2002/796JR - Murphy J - 5/2/2004)
Corcoran v Holmes
Scheme of compensation
Scheme of compensation for personal injuries
criminally inflicted - Alternative remedies Judicial review of first instance decision of the
respondent - Whether applicant failed to
exhaust alternative remedies by not bringing
appeal as envisaged under scheme
(2002/830JR - Kelly J - 3/3/2004)
Tomlinson v Criminal Injuries Compensation
Tribunal

LANDLORD AND TENANT
Article
Power, Albert
Occupational hazards
2004 (Aug/Sep) GLSI 22
Statutory Instrument

Jurisdiction
Legality of commanding officer's decision not
to recommend applicant for re-engagement as
member of defence forces challenged Whether commanding officer has discretion to
consider applicant's medical record when
deciding not to recommend re-engagement Whether recommendation of commanding
officer pre-condition to decision to re-engage
applicant - Whether decision ultra vires Defence Act 1954, section 64 (2001/630JR Finnegan P - 31/3/2004)
Byrne v Minister for Defence

Residential tenancies act 2004 (establishment
day) order 2004
SI 525/2004

Practice and procedure
Reasonableness - Jurisdiction - Whether
material to support decision reached by
planning authority - Whether decision ultra
vires planning authority - Whether
environmental impact statement complies
with directive - European Communities
(Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 1989, article 25 - Local
Government (Planning and Development) Act
1963, section 39 (1999/358JR - Murphy J 15/10/2003)
Arklow Holidays Ltd v Wicklow County Council

Statutory Instrument

Prohibition
Disciplinary inquiries - Prisons - Applicant
acquitted of criminal charges and then served
with disciplinary charges arising out same set
of facts - Whether acquittal on criminal
charges prevented disciplinary inquiry Whether disciplinary charges amounted to
unfair or oppressive procedure (2002/346JR O Caoimh J - 5/12/2004)
Garvey v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform

MEDICAL LAW
Article
O'Connor, Rosanne
Physician-assisted suicide: the way forward?
2004 ILT 182 [part 1]

Irish medicines board (fees) (amendment)
regulations 2004
SI 524/2004

MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE
Medical negligence
Contribution and indemnity - Personal injuries
- Medical negligence - Claim for indemnity or
contribution by first defendant against second
defendant - Apportionment of fault - Whether
first defendant negligent in not allowing care
of plaintiff to be transferred to those with
more expertise - Whether second defendant
negligent in failing to have procedures in
place to ensure sick infants transferred to
section with more expertise in neo-natal care
- How fault should be apportioned between
first and second defendant (1998/33P O'Donovan J - 28/11/2003)
Kavanagh v Murphy and the South Eastern
Health Board
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Practice and procedure
Joinder of parties - Litigation - Whether
appropriate that party be joined to
proceedings 16/2004 - Supreme Court 15/1/2004)
Doherty v North Western Health Board

NEGLIGENCE
Liability
Apportionment of liability - Road traffic
accident - Failure of motorist to see warning
signs at dangerous junction - Duty of road
authority to warn motorists of dangerous
junction - Whether failure of road authority
to place and maintain adequate warning
signs at junction major contributing factor
(2001/2374P - Peart J - 20/4/2004)
Carey v Mould
Medical negligence
Res ipsa loquitur - Whether doctrine of res
ipsa loquitur applied - Whether injury could
have occurred if plaintiff had received
appropriate care all times (1999/5682P O'Donovan J - 13/2/2004)
Doherty v Reynolds

PLANNING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Appeals
Evidence - Admission of additional evidence Whether admission of additional evidence on
appeal necessary or desirable in interests of
justice - Whether additional evidence should
be admitted on appeal from An Bord Pleanála
- Standard of review to be adopted on appeal
from An Bord Pleanála - Whether appeal
should be determined on merits -Local
Government (Planning and Development) Act
1963, section 5 (2002/579SP - Finnegan P 22/3/2004)
Teoranta v Cafferkey
Planning permission
Change of use - Permission granted for use of
premises as hostel - Subsequent unauthorised
change of use of premises - Respondent
intending to abandon subsequent
unauthorised use and use premises as hostel
again - Whether valid grant of planning
permission capable of being abandoned and
displaced by subsequent unauthorised use Whether former authorised use can be
recommenced without fresh grant of planning
permission - Whether respondent required to
apply for planning permission to use premises
as hostel - Local Government (Planning and
Development) Act 1963, sections 3 and 28(5)
(2001/73JR - Gilligan J - 30/4/2004)
Molloy v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform
Planning Permission
Development Contribution Scheme - Ultra
vires - Locus standi - Statutory interpretation
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- Whether the planning authority was required
to set out in a development contribution
scheme the specific facilities and developments
relating to infrastructure that were covered by
the contributions required to be paid - Local
Government (Planning and Development) Act
1963 - Planning and Development Act, 2000
(2003/967JR - Gilligan J - 4/3/2004)
Construction Industry Federation v Dublin City
Council
Planning
Construction and maintenance of national roads
- Declarations - mandatory relief - Locus standi
- Premature application - Ultra vires - Whether
the second named respondent had complied
with section 18 of the Roads Act, 1993 - Roads
Act, 1993 (2002/476JR - Murphy J - 2/4/2004)
Condon v Tipperary County Council South Riding

Discovery
Necessity of documents - Facts in issue Whether gravel left on roadway by defendant so
as to pose risk to traffic - Whether documents
probative of facts in issue - Whether request for
voluntary discovery in accordance with Rules of
Court (1999/10647P - Master Honohan 30/4/2004)
Whitington v Donegal County Council
Discovery
Necessity of documents - Whether discovery
limited to documents concerning central nervous
system - Causality - Whether more probable that
suicide caused by drug than by some other
circumstance - Whether plaintiff can establish
that his son would have acted upon advice if
given by defendant regarding use of its products
(1999/6119P - Master Honohan - 25/6/2003)
Grant v Roche Products (Ireland) Ltd

Article
Dodd, Stephen
Refusal of planning permission for past failures
to comply
2004 ILT 220

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Discovery
Necessity of documents - Facts in issue Whether hospital patient likely to pose a threat
to safety of defendant's nursing staff - Whether
safety of defendant's system of work adequate Whether documents probative of facts in issue Whether request for voluntary discovery in
accordance with the rules of court (2001/4320P
- Master Honohan - 27/4/2004)
Byrne v Eastern Regional Health Authority
Discovery
Appeal - Whether sufficient precision in
categories of documents sought - Whether
Master no jurisdiction to make order because of
non-compliance with rules - Rules of the
Superior Courts, O. 31, r.12 (298/2003 - Supreme
Court - 23/3/2004)
Taylor v Clonmel Healthcare Ltd
Discovery
Competition law - Tort of conspiracy Exemplary damages - Agreements - Coordinated
decisions - Concerted practices - Collective
dominance - Predatory pricing - Competition
Act, 1991 (1996/10658P - Herbert J 10/12/2002)
Framus Ltd. v C.R.H. Plc
Discovery
Privilege - Public interest immunity - Discovery
of garda file - Media releases and briefings Custody records (1995/10158P - Murphy J 2/4/2004)
Livingstone v Minister for Justice, Equality and
Law Reform

Dismissal of proceedings
Res judicata - Abuse of process - Whether
plaintiff attempting to re-litigate issues or go
behind order of High Court (2003/5227P - Laffoy
J - 20/5/2004)
Dalton v Flynn
Dismissal of proceedings
Delay - Want of prosecution - Whether
respondent's appeal against order made in
March 1997 ought to be dismissed (124/1997 Supreme Court - 5/3/2004)
In re Nevin
Dismissal of proceedings
Want of prosecution - Accident in 1990 Whether defendant's prejudice of sufficient
weight to deprive plaintiff of access to courts
(387/2002 - Supreme Court - 19/3/2004) 1
Kelly v KH Engineering Ltd
Dismissal of proceedings
Inordinate and inexcusable delay - Want of
particularity in pleadings - Allegations going
back 57 years prior to commencement of
proceedings - Whether plaintiff's claim should be
dismissed - Balance of justice - Whether
applicant's defence matter of law rather than
fact (2001/9153p - Peart J - 3/3/2004)
MacH (J) v M (J)
Dismissal of proceedings
Tort - Personal injuries -- Exposure to asbestos No recognised psychiatric or physical injury
pleaded - Whether oppressive to defendant to
allow claim to go to hearing - Rules of the
Superior Courts, Order 19, rule 28 (1996/6417P Finnegan P - 26/2/2004)
Packenham v Irish Ferries Ltd.
Motion
Motion to adduce further evidence - Injunction
restraining ejectment proceedings - Bias Prejudice - Whether the trial judge failed to
employ proper procedure in refusing the
plaintiffs' application for an injunction
restraining ejectment procedures (160 &
386/2002 - Supreme Court - 2/3/2004)
O Siodhachain v O'Mahony
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Motion to strike out
Tender offer - Settlement negotiations Purpose of tender offer - Whether offer validly
tendered when defendants entered
negotiations without explicitly stating them to
be without prejudice - Whether prejudice to
plaintiffs suffered thereby - Whether action is
one for personal injuries - Whether tender
offer validly made within time frame provided
by Rules of Court - Courts Act, 1988, Section
1(1) - Rules of the Superior Courts 1986,
Order 22 (2001/17747P - Peart J - 24/3/2004)
Kearney v Barrett
Particulars
Further and better particulars raised by
defendant - Purpose of pleadings - Matters
properly to be included in particulars of claim
- Whether plaintiff's replies to notice for
further and better particulars adequate - Rules
of the Superior Courts 1986, Order 19, rules 1,
3, 5(2), 5(3) and 21, Order 20, rules 5(3), 7(1),
7(3) and 8 (1996/8200P - Finnegan P 11/2/2003)
A.S.I. Sugar Ltd. v Greencore Group plc
Pleadings
Further and better particulars - Purpose of
pleadings - Whether pleadings adequately
particularised - Whether defendants able to
know in advance, in broad outline, case to be
met at trial from pleadings as furnished Whether plaintiff required to furnish further
and better particulars - Rules of the Superior
Courts 1986 Order 19, rules 3 and 7(1)
(2001/4862P - Herbert J - 23/4/2004)
Aranwell Ltd v Pura Food Products Ltd
Pleadings
Motion to strike out certain paragraphs of
statement of claim as unnecessary or
scandalous - Whether material in paragraphs
scandalous, prejudicial or embarrassing Whether matters referred to in paragraphs in
the nature of evidence - Rules of the Superior
Courts, O. 19, r. 27 (2002/13270P - Smyth J 10/3/2004)
Hanley v News Group Newspaper Ltd
Replies to notice for particulars
Whether respondent's defence should be
struck out for failure to furnish proper replies
- Whether replies sufficient to enable claimant
to know broad outline of case it had to meet
(1999/51COS - Laffoy J - 4/2/2004)
Bluzwed Ltd. v Transworld Metals SA
Security for costs
Appeal - Res judicata - Whether the amount
fixed by the High Court for security for costs
was reasonable or not (171/2003 - Supreme
Court - 17/10/2003)
Superwood Holdings PLC v Sun Alliance and
London Insurance PLC
Security for costs
Insurance claim - Assessment - Notice of
appeal - Whether deadline to furnish security
for costs should be extended - Whether
appropriate to substitute notice of appeal -
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Whether application constituted abuse of
process - Company law - Companies Act,
1963 section 390 (141/2001 - Supreme Court
- 16/1/2004)
Superwood v Sun Alliance
Security for costs
Insurance claim - Notice of appeal - Whether
appropriate to substitute notice of appeal Company law - Companies Act, 1963 section
390
(140/2001 - Supreme Court - 26/3/2004)
Superwood v Sun Alliance
Setting aside
Supreme Court - Order setting aside
judgment of Supreme Court - Order
correcting error in judgment of Supreme
Court - Whether breach of natural justice Whether applicant denied opportunity of
dealing with argument at hearing Constitution of Ireland, Article 34 (186/2003
- Supreme Court - 1/4/2004)
O'Neill v Governor of Castlerea Prison
Articles
Carey, Gearoid
Vexatious litigants - a new jurisdiction?
2004 ILT 187
Carey, Gearoid
The new European enforcement order
2004 CLP 170

SENTENCING
Article
Conroy, Brian
Sentencing under the child pornography and
trafficking act 1998
2004 (2) ICLJ 8

SOCIAL WELFARE
Appeal
Natural and constitutional justice - Appeal
from decision of social welfare appeals officer
to chief appeals officer - Whether failure of
chief appeals officer to allow oral hearing of
appeal breach of principles of natural and
constitutional justice - Error of law Whether appeals officer erred in law or based
decision on unsustainable findings of fact Whether appeals officer failed to take into
account relevant material - Whether chief
appeals officer failed to independently assess
appeal - Whether chief appeals officer
entitled to conclude that decision of appeals
officer not erroneous - Social Welfare
(Consolidation) Act 1993, sections 263 and
271 (2001/391SP - O'Donovan J - 7/11/2003)
Castleisland Cattle Breeding Society v Minister
for Social and Family Affairs

Library Acquisition
Inns of Court School of Law
Opinion writing 2004/2005
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004
L90

SOLICITORS

Gallagher, Lorna
VAT carousel fraud
2004 (July) ITR 332
Gallagher, Lorna
Recent developments regarding the revenue
offence exception to extradition
2004 (May) ITR 245
Jarvis, Timothy
Opening up the enquiry window on selfassessment
2004 (July) ITR 309
Kelly, Gerard
The meaning of "intellectual property" new
stamp duty exemption
2004 (July) ITR 317
Loughnane, Fergal
Transfer of business VAT relief - recent case
law
2004 (July) ITR 327
McColgan, Teresa
IFRS and tax - an introduction
2004 (July) ITR 298
Olivier, Anzuette
EVT - economic value test for VAT purposes
2004 (July) ITR 323
Smyth, Petrina
Ireland as a holding company location
Walsh, Anthony
2004 (July) ITR 304
Library Acquisition

Articles

Statutory Instruments

Armstrong, Fergus
Lost in translation
2004 (Aug/Sep) GLSI 26

Irish Taxation Institute
Money laundering: guidelines on the money
laundering legislation for tax advisers
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2004
M335.C5

Civil liability and courts act 2004
(commencement) order 2004
SI 544/2004

O'Callaghan, Patrick
Lack of a section 68 letter
2004 (Aug/Sep) GLSI 20

Statutory Instrument

District court (personal injuries assessment
board act 2003) rules 2004
SI 526/2004

O'Connell, Paul
Keeping a tight rein on finances
2004 (Aug/Sep) GLSI 18

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (Qualifying
Town Renewal Areas) please see Statutory
Instruments Numbers 272 up to 371 of 2004
covering the various towns

Rules of the superior courts (personal injuries
assessment board act 2003)
2004
SI 517/2004
The rules of the superior courts (order 130
(amendment) rules), 2004
SI 471/2004

ROAD TRAFFIC
Library Acquisition
Merkin, Robert
The law of motor insurance
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2004
N294.M6

TAXATION
Articles
Brennan, Frank
Joint Brussels conference hears a spirited
defence of Irish corporation tax system
2004 (Mar) ITR 147
Burke, Julie
Revenue powers: the need for adequate
statutory safeguards
2004 (May) ITR 252
Eckstein, Karen
Negligence claims against tax advisers
2004 (May) ITR 241
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TORT
Negligence
Employer's liability - Injury at work - Whether
employer negligent - Whether employee
guilty of contributory negligence
(2001/16915P - de Valera J - 29/3/2004)
Quigley v Woodroe Ltd
Negligence
Personal injuries - Appeal - Alleged defect in
office chair - Whether plaintiff established
that injuries sustained due to negligence of
defendants (372/2003 - Supreme Court 16/3/2004)
Gibbons v Carlow County Council
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Personal injuries
Negligence - Nervous shock - Categories of
victims - Secondary victims - Proximity Proximity of relationship to primary victims Whether plaintiff within category of
reasonably foreseeable victims of defendant's
negligence (2001/2606P - Kearns J 28/11/2003)
Cuddy v Mays
Personal injuries
Negligence - Alleged bullying - Whether
defendant negligent in failing to prevent
plaintiff being assaulted and bullied at school
(1999/6187P - Johnson J - 26/3/2004)
Mulvey v McDonagh
Personal Injury
Road traffic accident - General damages Damages for pain and suffering into the
future (234/2004 - Supreme Court 14/5/2004)
Breen v Fagan
Personal injury
Negligence - Sexual assault in school in 1976
- Delay and fairness of trial - Whether unjust
to allow case to proceed - Vicarious liability Whether acts committed in scope of
employment - Whether Minister had nondelegable duty of care to plaintiff - Whether
defendants liable in negligence - Whether
Minister failed to discharge statutory and
constitutional duties (1997/14022P O'Higgins J - 30/7/2003)
Delahunty v South Eastern Health Board
Statutory Instruments
District court (personal injuries assessment
board act 2003) rules 2004
SI 526/2004
Personal injuries assessment board act 2003
(commencement) (no. 3) order
2004
SI 438/2004
Rules of the superior courts (personal injuries
assessment board act 2003)
2004
SI 517/2004

TRANSPORT
Statutory Instruments
Taxi regulation act 2003 (part 2)
(establishment day) order 2004
SI 523/2004
Transport (railway infrastructure) act 2001
(line A - Tallaght to Abbey
Street light railway) (amendment) (no.3) order
2004
SI 529/2004

TRIBUNAL
Hepatitis C Compensation
General damages - Special damages - Motion
to reconstitute appeal - Whether the widow
of the deceased appellant was entitled to
pursue his appeal against the award of the
Hepatitis C Compensation Tribunal - Civil
Liability Act, 1961 - The Hepatitis C
Compensation Tribunal Act, 1997 -Rules of
the Superior Courts Order 105A (1999/91CT O'Neill J - 26/3/2004)
B (L) v The Minister for Health and Children

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Refuse collection
Recovery of sum due and owing - Sanitary
Authority - Polluter pays principle - Whether
the sanitary authority is entitled to impose a
fixed charge for the provision of refuse
collection service Waste Management Act,
1996 - Council Directive 91/156/EEC - Local
Government (Financial Provisions) No. 2 Act,
1983 - Courts (Supplemental Provisions) Act,
1961 (2003/36SS - Quirke J - 21/1/2004)
Dublin City Council v Wright
Waste
Planning and environmental law - Criminal
prosecution by EPA - Whether waste licence
audit report and records inadmissible in
criminal trial as involuntary confessions
(2003/739SS - Kearns J - 21/5/2004)
Environmental Protection Agency v Swalcliffe
Ltd

At a glance
COURT RULES
Circuit court rules (no 2) (section 39 criminal
justice act, 1994), 2004
SI 448/2004

Diseases of animals act 1966 (control on
animal and poultry vaccines)(amendment)
order 2004
DIR 2001/82
SI 508/2004
European communities (avian influenza)
(control on imports of avian products from
South Africa) regulations 2004
DEC 2004/594
SI 509/2004
European communities (avian influenza)
(control on imports of avian products from
Canada) regulations 2004
DEC 2004/364
SI 268/2004
European communities (energy labelling of
household electric refrigerators and freezers)
(amendment) regulations 2004
DIR 2003/66
SI 483/2004
European communities (removal of bovine
vertebral column) regulations 2004
REG 999/2001, REG 270/2002, REG
1139/2003
SI 528/2004
Sea fisheries (weighing procedures for
herring, mackerel and horse mackerel) (No. 4)
regulations 2004
REG 2287/2003
SI 530/2004

Acts of the Oireachtas 2004
(as of 28/10/2004)
[29th Dail& 22nd Seanad]
Information compiled by Damien
Grenham, Law Library, Four Courts.
1/2004

Immigration Act 2004
Signed 13/02/2004

2/2004

European Parliament Elections
(Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 27/02/2004

3/2004

Civil Registration Act 2004
Signed 27/02/2004
S.I. 84/2004 (S27 commencement)
S.I. 588/2004 (s65 commencement)

4/2004

Industrial Relations (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 2004
Signed 09/03/2004
S.I. 138/2004 (commencement)

5/2004

Motor Vehicle (Duties and Licences)
Act 2004
Signed 10/03/2004

District court districts and areas (amendment)
(Glengarriff and Bantry) order, 2004
SI 493/2004
District court (personal injuries assessment
board act 2003) rules 2004
SI 526/2004
The rules of the superior courts (order 130
(amendment) rules), 2004
SI 471/2004
Rules of the superior courts (personal injuries
assessment board act 2003)
2004
SI 517/2004
European Directives and regulations
implemented into Irish Law up to 28/10/2004
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6/2004

7/2004

8/2004

9/2004

Public Health (Tobacco)
(Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 11/03/2004
S.I. 251/2002 (part 2
commencement)
S.I. 480/2003 s 2,3,4,5(1), 5(2), 5(5),
5(6), 6, 7 and s 47
S.I. 110/2004 s1 (2)
S.I. 111/2004 s 2,3, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19 and s20

20/2004 Criminal Justice (Joint Investigation
Teams) Act 2004
Signed 30/06/2004
S.I. 585/2004 (commencement)

Public Service Superannuation
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2004
Signed 25/03/2004

22/2004 National Monuments (Amendment)
Act 2004
Signed 18/07/2004

Finance Act 2004
S.I. 124/2002 (commencement s52)
S.I. 140/2004 (commencement s74),
S.I. 232/2004 (commencement
s102),
S.I. 373/2004 (commencement
chapter 1 of part 2),
S.I. 407/2004 (commencement s52),
S.I. 408/2004(commencement s53
(1) (a) (i),
S.I. 425/2004 (commencement s33).
Social welfare (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 2004
Signed 25/03/2004

10/2004 Aer Lingus Act 2004
Signed 07/04/2004
11/2004 Air Navigation and Transport
(International Conventions) Act
2004
Signed 13/04/2004
12/2004 Private Security Services Act 2004
Signed 04/05/2004
13/2004 Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence)
(Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 05/05/2004
14/2004 An Bord Bia (Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 05/05/2004
15/2004 Electoral (Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 18/05/2004
16/2004 Committees of the Houses of the
Oireachtas (Compellability,
Privileges and Immunities of
Witnesses) (Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 02/06/2004
17/2004 Child Trafficking and Pornography
(Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 02/06/2004
18/2004 Copyright and Related Rights
(Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 03/06/2004
19/2004 Health (Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 08/06/2004
S.I. 378/2004 (commencement)

21/2004 Central Bank and Financial Services
Authority of Ireland Act 2004
Signed 05/07/2004
S.I. 454/2004 s28 and s33
S.I. 455/2004 (commencement)

23/2004 Commissions of Investigation Act
2004
Signed 18/07/2004
24/2004 Equality Act 2004
Signed 18/07/2004
25/2004 Electricity (Supply) (Amendment)
Act 2004
Signed 18/07/2004
26/2004 International Development
Association (Amendment) Act 2004
Signed 19/07/2004

27/2004 Residential Tenancies Act 2004
Signed 19/07/2004
S.I. 505/2004 (commenced in part)
S.I. 525/2004 (establishment day)
28/2004 Maternity Protection (Amendment)
Act 2004
Signed 17/08/2004
S.I. 652/2004 (commenced in part)

29/2004 Maritime Security Act 2004
Signed 19/07/2004
30/2004 Education for Persons With Special
Educational Needs Act 2004
Signed 19/07/2004
31/2004 Civil Liability and Courts Act 2004
Signed 21/07/2004
S.I. 544/2004 (commenced in part
on 20/09/2004 and 31/03/2005)

BILLS OF THE OIREACHTAS
28/10/2004 29th Dail & 22nd Seanad
Information compiled by
Damien Grenham, Law Library,
Four Courts.
Adoptive leave bill, 2004
1st stage -Seanad
Broadcasting (amendment) bill, 2003
1st stage -Dail
Child trafficking and pornography
(amendment) (no.2) bill, 2004
1st stage- Dail
Comhairle (amendment) bill, 2004
1st stage - Dail
Council of Europe development bank bill,
2004
1st stage- Dail
Criminal Justice bill, 2004
1st stage-Dail
Criminal justice (terrorist offences) bill, 2002
Committee -Dail
Criminal law (insanity) bill, 2002
Committee - Seanad
Disability bill, 2004
1st stage - Dail
Dormant accounts (amendment) bill, 2004
1st stage- Seanad
Driver testing and standards authority bill,
2004
1st stage- Dail
Dumping at sea (amendment) bill, 2000
2nd stage - Dail (Initiated in Seanad)
Electricity regulation (amendment) bill, 2003
2nd stage - Seanad
Enforcement of court orders bill, 2004
2nd stage- Dail

32/2004 State Airports Act 2004
Signed 17/08/2004

Freedom of information (amendment) (no.2)
bill, 2003
1st stage - Seanad

33/2004 Public Service Management
(Recruitment and Appointments)
Act 2004
Signed 6/10/2004

Freedom of information (amendment) (no.3)
bill, 2003
2nd stage - Dail

Amendments of the Constitution

Fur farming (prohibition) bill, 2004
1st stage- Dail

Twenty-seventh amendment of the
Constitution Act, 2004

Garda Siochana bill, 2004
1st stage-Seanad
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Grangegorman development agency bill, 2004
1st stage - Dail
Housing (state payments) bill, 2004
1st stage- Seanad

Planning and development (amendment) bill,
2004
1st stage - Dail

Human reproduction bill, 2003
2nd stage - Dail

Planning and development (amendment)
(no.2) bill 2004
1st stage -Dail

International criminal court, 2003
1st stage - Dail

Postal (miscellaneous provisions) bill, 2001
1st stage -Dail (order for second stage)

International peace missions deployment bill
2003
1st stage - Dail

Proceeds of crime (amendment) bill, 1999
Committee - Dail

Interpretation bill, 2000
Committee- Dail

Public service management (recruitment and
appointments) bill, 2003
1st stage - Dail

Irish nationality and citizenship bill 2004
1st stage- Dail

Railway safety bill, 2001
Committee - Dail

Irish nationality and citizenship and ministers
and secretaries (amendment) bill, 2003
1st stage - Seanad

Registration of lobbyists bill, 2003
1st stage- Dail

Law of the sea (repression of piracy) bill,
2001
2nd stage - Dail (Initiated in Seanad)
Local elections bill, 2003
1st stage -Dail

Road traffic bill, 2004
1st stage- Dail
Safety, health and welfare at work bill, 2004
1st stage- Dail

Maritime safety bill, 2004
1st stage-Seanad
Money advice and budgeting service bill,
2002
1st stage - Dail (order for second stage)

Sea pollution (miscellaneous provisions) bill
2003
1st stage - Seanad

National economic and social development
office bill, 2002
2nd stage - Dail (order for second stage)

Sustainable communities bill, 2004
1st stage - Dail

Offences against the state acts (1939 to
1998) repeal bill, 2004
1st stage-Dail
Ombudsman (defence forces) bill, 2002
1st stage - Dail (order for second stage)
Patents (amendment) bill, 1999
Committee - Dail
Planning and development (acquisition of
development land) (assessment of
compensation) bill 2003
1st stage - Dail
Planning and development (amendment) bill,
2003
1st stage - Dail

Whistleblowers protection bill, 1999
Committee - Dail

Residential tenancies bill, 2003
2nd stage - Dail

Sea pollution (hazardous and noxious
substances) (civil liability and compensation)
bill, 2000
Committee - Dail

National transport authority bill, 2003
1st stage - Dail

Water services bill, 2003
1st stage - Seanad

Proceeds of crime (amendment) bill, 2003
1st stage - Dail

Intoxicating liquor bill 2004
1st stage - Dail

Land bill, 2004
1st stage - Seanad

Waste management (amendment) bill, 2003
1st stage - Dail

The Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland
(Charter Amendment) bill, 2002
2nd stage - Seanad [p.m.b.]
Transfer of execution of sentences bill, 2003
2nd stage - Seanad
Twenty-fourth amendment of the
Constitution bill, 2002
1st stage- Dail
Twenty-seventh amendment of the
constitution bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail
Twenty-seventh amendment of the
constitution (No.2) bill 2003
1st stage - Dail
Waste management (amendment) bill, 2002
2nd stage- Dail
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Bar Review

The Civil Liability and Courts
Act 2004
David Nolan SC

The term "pleading" is also defined in relation to personal injuries
actions as:

Introduction
The Civil Liability and Courts Act, 2004, has been described as the most
significant change in practice and procedure in this jurisdiction since
the Act of Judicature.
In one fell statutory swoop, the Minister for Justice significantly altered
the Statute of Limitations Act, the Civil Liability Act and the Rules of
the Superior Courts by introducing such novel ideas as "mediation
conferences", "formal offers", "pre-trial hearings" as well as very
significant and far reaching provisions in regard to "fraudulent
actions".
As well as altering the manner in which solicitors and counsel approach
personal injury actions, it has introduced a number of very significant
obligations upon litigants (and consequentially advisors of litigants) as
to how court cases are to be commenced and presented in court.
Clearly the most significant change brought about by the Civil Liability
and Courts Act, 2004, is the amendment of the Statute of Limitations
(Amendment) Act of 1991 to reduce the period in which personal injury
actions must be instituted from three years to two years. However, that
provision, together with many others, shall not come into operation
until the 31st March, 2005.
A significant number of very important provisions have already been
brought into operation by the signing of the Civil Liability and Courts
Act, 2004 (commencement) Order, S.I. 544 on the 20th September,
2004. This article will deal with the sections that have come into
operation and are applicable to personal injury actions already in
existence. Those remaining provisions, which will come into effect on
the 31st March, 2005, will be dealt with in a forthcoming article.

Interpretations
To those practitioners, who deal with personal injuries on a day to day
basis, some of the interpretations contained in the new Act, will need
no explanation, while others may raise a smile. Most of the
interpretations as set out in section 2 of Act make reference to the
"Mother Act" being the Civil Liability Act of 1961. For example a
"Defendant", "Third Party", "wrong" and "wrongdoer" have the same
meaning as in the 1961 Act. The term "negligence" is for the first time,
defined in statute as including:
"Nuisance and breach of duty (whether the duty exists by virtue of
a contract, a provision of statute, and instrument under statute or
otherwise)".

"A personal injury summons, a defence, a defence and
counterclaim to any other document (other than an affidavit or a
report prepared by a person who was not a party to that action)
that, under Rules of Court, is required to be, or may be served
(within such period as is prescribed by those rules) by a party to
the action on an other party to that action".
Certain other terms have specific definition set out in the body of the
Act including "mediation conference" (see section 15 of the Act) and
"personal injury summons" (see section 10 of the Act).
All in all, the interpretation section of the Act does not present many
difficulties.

Letter of Claim
Under section 8 of the act, a plaintiff in a personal injury action must
serve a notice in writing before the expiration of two months from "the
date of the cause of action or as soon as is practicable thereafter on
a wrongdoer or an alleged wrongdoer stating the nature of the wrong
alleged to have been committed by him or her". If a plaintiff fails to
write such a letter of claim, within the two month period, or as soon as
practicable thereafter, than a court at the hearing may do a number
of things. Firstly it may draw an inference from the failure to write
such a letter as it appears appropriate or proper, secondly where the
interest of justice require, it can make an order that the plaintiff,
notwithstanding that he or she may have won his or her action, will not
get their costs or alternatively may make an order (if the interests of
justice require) deducting certain amounts of the costs as would
normally be payable to a plaintiff, as is considered appropriate. The
term "date of the cause of action" is defined under sub-section 2 as
being "the date of accrual of the cause of action or alternatively the
date of knowledge" as defined under section 2 of the Statute of
Limitations (Amendment) Act, of 1991.
As this remove, one can only guess as to what inferences can be drawn
from a failure to write a letter within two months from the date of the
cause of action. Presumably, if the letter is written a significant period
after the date of the cause of action and a legitimate explanation can
be offered as to the delay, such as the inability on the part of the
plaintiff to determine whom he should sue, then no "inferences"
appear to arise. It seems clear, from the wording of the section that a
court will first of all have to draw inferences from the failure to write
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the letter, within the appropriate time frame, and thereafter consider
the interests of justice. It is difficult to imagine that the court could
draw any negative inference, in the case of an honest plaintiff.
However, only time and litigation will tell. On its face, this provision
would seem to be an attempt to fetter the well recognised principle of
"costs following the event".

Verifying Affidavit, False Evidence and
Fraudulent Claims
There is little doubt that the most significant aspects of the now
operational sections of the Act are those provisions which deal with the
consequence of false evidence being given or adduced on affidavit or
at a trial.
Under section 14, where a plaintiff in a personal injury action "serves
upon a Defendant any pleading containing assertions or allegations or
provides further information to a Defendant" the Plaintiff shall swear
an affidavit verifying those assertions or allegations or further
information. A verifying affidavit can be requested by a party to the
action, notwithstanding that the personal injury action was brought
before the commencement of the section. This is therefore an
important provision, which can be activated by a simple request from
one party to the other.
In the event that such a request is made in an existing action, then the
party who has received the request, (whether the plaintiff or the
defendant) will be obliged to swear an affidavit verifying the assertions
and allegations, and that affidavit shall be lodged in court within 7
days before the date fixed for the trial (see section 14 (4) (b)).
If a person makes a statement in an affidavit under section 14, that is
false or misleading in any material respect and he or she knows it to be
false or misleading, then they are guilty of an offence. The term "false
or misleading in any material respect" is not defined in section 14 but
is defined by inference, in sections 25 and 26.
Under 25, where a person gives or dishonestly causes to be given, or
adduces or dishonestly causes to be adduced, evidence in a personal
injury action that (a) is false or misleading in any material respect and
(b) he or she knows it to be false or misleading, he or she is guilty of
an offence. This section is not limited to plaintiffs. It applies to
defendants, and anyone else giving evidence at a trial other than
experts. An expert, is defined as being a person who has a special skill
or expertise and has been engaged by one of the parties. Indeed it is
also an offence, for a person to give, or dishonestly cause to be given,
an instruction or information in relation to a personal injury action, to
a solicitor or person acting on behalf of the solicitor or expert that (a)
is false or misleading in any material respect and (b) he or she knows it
to be false or misleading. Accordingly, two new offences have been
created, that carry, on summary prosecution, a fine not exceeding
€3,000 or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or both,
and on indictment, a fine not exceeding €100,000 or imprisonment for
a term not exceeding ten years or both. (see section 29). Under Section
26(3), an act is done dishonestly by a person, if he or she does the act
with the intention of misleading the court.

Not only are such persons guilty of an offence, but pursuant to Section
26 of the Act, their action (in the event that they are a plaintiff) shall
be dismissed.
Clearly, the continued effect of these three sections is very significant.
Accordingly practitioners would be well advised to be careful as to how
particulars of loss or special damages are drafted. An appropriate
warning should be given to parties and witnesses.
One can well imagine a situation where the plaintiff who claims he is
unable to work into the future furnishes "Further Particulars of
Personal Injury and Special Damages" on an actuarial basis. A
defendant can now request that that information be verified by
affidavit under section 14. In the event that it transpires that the
plaintiff was in fact working, notwithstanding that he claimed he was
incapable of work, it is easy to imagine that a defendant will ask a
court to apply the provisions of sections 25 and 26.
If dishonesty is found, the court is under a mandatory obligation
pursuant to section 26 (1) and (2) to dismiss the action unless, for
reasons that the court must state in its decision, the dismissal would
result in injustice being done.
It is submitted that this new statutory framework as set out in sections
14, 25 and 26, goes well beyond the Supreme Court's views with regard
to dishonesty or exaggeration on the part of a plaintiff as set out in
Vesey v. Dublin Bus [2001] 4 I.R. 192, Shelly-Morris v. Dublin Bus [2003]
1 I.R. 232 and more particularly O'Connor v. Dublin Bus (unreported
Supreme Court, December 2003).
One awaits with interest the inevitable jurisprudence that will arise
from these sections.

Intervention in Personal Injury Actions in the
Supreme Court
Under section 21, the Supreme Court, may now invite persons whom its
considers appropriate, to make submissions to the court, either in
"relation to any matter concerning liability or damages that it
considers to be of exceptional public importance and, if the action
belongs to a class of causes of action in which the same or similar
matters arise".
The Supreme Court can either perform this function upon a request
from a party or person who is not a party, or on its own volition. If,
having requested a party to make a submission, and that person
declines the invitation, then that person must inform the court in
writing why they are so declining.
It is assumed that the purpose of this section is to allow either the
Attorney General or potentially, a representative body, to address the
Supreme Court in cases of both exceptional public importance and
where the action belongs to a class of causes of action in which the
same or similar matters arise. The asbestos/nervous shock claims, as
exemplified by the case of Fletcher v. Commissioners for the Board of
Works [2003] 1 I.R. 465 could be an example of the type of cases where
this section might be invoked. Unfortunately, the explanatory
memorandum casts no more light upon the thinking behind this section.
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The Book of Quantum
"The Book of Quantum" was established by the Personal Injuries
Assessment Board Act of 2003. Under section 54 of that act, it is a
function of the Personal Injury Board to prepare and publish a
document which is known as "the Book of Quantum" containing
general guidelines as to the amounts which may be awarded or
assessed in respect of specified injuries. It is also a function of the
board to collect and analyse data in relation to amounts awarded on
foot of, or agreed in settlement of, civil actions to which the Act
applies. Indeed assessments made by the board, are in, a circuitous
manner made, in reference to the Book of Quantum. Under section 20
(4) of the Personal Injury Assessment Board Act, 2003, an assessment
shall be made on the same basis and by reference to the same principles
governing the measure of damages in the law of tort and the same
enactments as would be applicable in an assessment of damages were
proceedings to be brought in relation to the relevant claim concerned.
In other words, PIAB must have regard to the measure of damages as if
proceedings have been brought in relation to the claim. However,
under section 22 (1) of this Act, the court must have regard to the Book
of Quantum" in assessing damages in a personal injury action. This is a
mandatory requirement. Though, it should be noted that under section
22(2), the court can have regard to other matters other than the book
of quantum when assessing damages in a personal injury action.
Section 22 is not mentioned in Section 6 of the Act (referring to
retrospective application), and accordingly it would seem that the Book
of Quantum is only relevant to actions which are brought after the
20th September 2004 and not actions presently before the courts.
There is an obvious interrelationship between the Book of Quantum, a
court award and an assessment made by PIAB. But it is clear from
section 22 that it is the intention of the Oireachtas that the judiciary
should not be left entirely to their own views in assessing damages in
personal injury actions. It remains to be seen whether the Book of
Quantum will become, as was envisaged by the promoters of PIAB, the
definitive statement of damages in personal injury actions.

Miscellaneous Provisions
There are a number of other important miscellaneous provisions which
have come into operation. Under section 19, a court may direct that
evidence can be given on affidavit. Parties can, however, cross examine
a witness who has given evidence on affidavit.
Under section 30, the Court Services shall establish and maintain a
register of personal injury actions which shall include the name and

address of the solicitor for each party, the name and occupation of
each party to the action and the address at which he or she ordinarily
resides as set out in the pleadings. That register is to be made available
to those who to the satisfaction of the Court Services, have a sufficient
interest in seeking access to it. Presumably, this would include various
insurance companies, the Revenue Commissioners or the Department
of Social and Family Affairs.
Under section 41, the issue of interest on costs has been dealt with, by
the amendment of section 30 of the Court and Court Officers Act of
2002. Prior to the commencement of this section, interest ran on costs
from the date of judgement. Now, interest is not payable until the date
of an agreement as to costs or in default of agreement, on the date
when a certificate of taxation is issued or in the case of Circuit Court
actions, the date in which the County Registrar measures the amount
of costs. The rate remains that specified in section 26 of the Debtors
(Ireland) Act of 1840.
Two other sections are worthy of note. Under section 54, the court may
on the application of any party, direct that a person who is intended to
be called to give evidence at the trial of the action, shall not attend
trial until he or she is called to give evidence. This does not apply to
any party to the action or expert witness.
In the event of a court giving such direction under section 45 (1) of the
act, then the court may also give directions as to how that witness can
be secured so as to ensure that the witness does not communicate with
other witnesses or alternatively receive information which might
influence him or her when giving evidence. It is submitted that the
application of section 54 gives statutory effect to a practice that has
already existed.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly from a practitioners perspective,
the number of ordinary judges in the High Court, Circuit Court and
District Court has been increased.

Conclusion
It is submitted that the limited sections of the Civil Liability and Courts
Act 2004, which came into operation on the 20th September 2004,
have the potential to significantly alter the commencement and
presentation of personal injury actions, and place a significant onus
upon practitioners to ensure information furnished by a plaintiff is
honestly given and not misleading in any material respect. In the event
that false or misleading evidence is given at the trial of the action, a
plaintiff faces the prospect that his action can be dismissed.
There is no doubt that litigation will ensue arising out of these
provisions.•
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"Air Rage" and Passengers
Behaving Badly
Joseph Murray BL
Introduction
Disruptive Passenger Syndrome ("DPS"), or what is more commonly
known as "air rage" is an increasing phenomenon in air travel. This
article analyses the concept of DPS , its causes and the law relating to
it. Unruly passenger behaviour is not new and the first reported case
was in 1947 involving an intoxicated passenger on a flight from Cuba
to Miami, who physically assaulted another passenger . However, it was
not until the 1990s that the term "air rage" was coined by the media
in response to an increase in such incidents. The first of the two words
in the term air rage denotes a sense of place on board an aircraft in
flight and the second originates from the latin "rabia" and denotes
madness, violent action, uncontrollable anger or intense feelings. Air
rage is said to exist when these human emotions manifest themselves
in anti social behaviour on board an aircraft in flight which:
• interferes with aircrews duties
• interferes with the quiet enjoyment of passengers.
• gives rise to an unsafe flight environment

regards the state of registration of the aircraft as the state competent
to exercise jurisdiction over incidents in the air. However, this does not
exclude any criminal jurisdiction exercised in accordance with national
law. The Convention does not define an "air rage" offence but sets
down the procedure a captain of an aircraft may follow to deal with
the problem.

Irish Law; Air Navigation and Transport Act 1973
The Air Navigation and Transport Act 1973 is the principal act dealing
with offences committed on board an aircraft in flight. Rather than the
state where the aircraft is registered, Irish law refers to an Irish
"controlled aircraft". An Irish controlled aircraft is one which is
registered in the State or registered in another state and is for the time
being leased to or hired by an operating company in the State. A non
Irish controlled aircraft is registered in another contracting state of the
Tokyo Convention without the aforementioned connection with
Ireland.
(i) Criminal Jurisdiction.

• may take the form of physical assault.

What is Air Rage
It is not easy to delineate what constitutes "air rage". It may include
one or all of the elements mentioned above. Anti social behaviour is its
hallmark and threats, verbal abuse, or physical assault on board an
aircraft in flight are obvious examples. Other acts or omissions such as
furtive use of electronic devices, smoking in the aircraft toilets or
failing to follow cabin crew instructions to fasten seat belts, may not
amount to "air rage" , but such acts or omissions can nevertheless
jeopardise the safety of air flight and could give rise to an "air rage"
incident. In some jurisdictions, certain acts which take place on board
an aircraft in flight may be an offence, while the same acts may not
be an offence in other jurisdictions. However, there is a common
understanding internationally as to what constitutes air rage.

Section 2 of the 1973 Act deals with the application of criminal law to
aircraft. Any act or omission which, if taking place in the State would
constitute an offence if committed in the State, shall if it takes place
on board an "Irish controlled aircraft" in flight, shall constitute that
offence and be treated as if the offence took place in the State. An
offence committed on board an "Irish" aircraft is deemed to be
committed in the State.
"Air rage" is defined for the first time in Irish law.
Until recent years, Irish law did not define any particular "air rage"
offence. This changed with the Air Navigation and Transport Act 1998,
section 65, which inserted Section 2A into the Air Navigation and
Transport Act 1973. Further amendments have been made to the 1973
Act as follows.
• Aviation Regulation Act 2001 (section 50)

International Law

• State Airports Act 2004 (section 26)

Air rage (DPS) does not necessarily have to have an international
element, as it might take place on a domestic flight. However, most
incidents happen on international flights. Because of the increase in
disruptive passenger problems and in "hijacking" incidents, an
international response was required to protect the safety of air
passengers and this resulted in two major conventions. These were the
Tokyo Convention 1963 on "offences and certain other acts"
committed on board an aircraft in flight and the Hague Convention of
1970 for the suppression of unlawful seizure or "hijacking" of aircraft.
Both conventions became part of Irish domestic law with the Air
Navigation and Transport Act 1973. The Tokyo Convention is the one
that concerns us and is in the First Schedule of the Act. The Convention

Section 2A of the Air Navigation and Transport Act 1973 categorises "
air rage" offences as follows.
2A (1) Intoxication
"A person on board an aircraft in flight who is intoxicated to such
an extent as to give rise to a reasonable apprehension that he or
she is likely to endanger the safety of himself or herself or the
safety of others on board the aircraft shall be guilty of an offence."
(2) Behaviour causing annoyance or serious offence to others.
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"A person on board an aircraft in flight who, without justification,
engages in behaviour that is likely to cause serious offence or
annoyance to any person on board the aircraft, at anytime after
having been requested by a member of the crew of the aircraft to
cease such behaviour, shall be guilty of an offence."
(3) Breach of the peace

B. Jeopardises
• the safety of the aircraft
• the safety of persons or property on board or
•good order or discipline on board
The captain/commander may take reasonable measures, including
restraint of the person concerned

"A person on board an aircraft in flight who engages in behaviour
of a threatening, abusive or insulting nature whether by word or
gesture with intent to cause a breach of the peace or being
reckless as to whether a breach of the peace might be occasioned
shall be guilty of an offence."

• to protect the safety of the aircraft, persons or property on board
• to maintain good order and discipline
• to enable him to disembark the person
• to deliver the person to the Garda in the State or to the
competent authorities outside the State as the case may be, in
accordance with the provisions of the act.

(3) (A) Powers of Garda to arrest.
Where an aircraft lands in the State and a member of the Gardai has
reason to believe that there is on board a person who has committed
an offence under this section, the Garda may without warrant enter
the aircraft and may without warrant arrest such a person he finds on
board the aircraft. This subsection was inserted by section 50 of the Air
Regulation Act.
Maximum fine €3,000
(4) A person guilty of an offence under section 2(A)
(a) In the case of an offence under subsections 1 and 2 on
summary conviction the fine was up to £500. This amount was
increased to £1500 under the Air Regulation Act section 50. Again
a further increase was effected by the State Airports Act (section
26) and the fine is now up to €3,000.
(b) For an offence under subsection 3 on summary conviction the
fine was up to £700 or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 4
months or both. This fine was increased to £1500 under the Air
Regulation Act. Again the fine was further increased to €3,000
under the State Airports Act. Custodial sentence remains unchanged.

For the purposes of the above subsection (1), the captain of the aircraft
may (subsection 2)
• order or authorise the assistance of any member of the crew or
• request the assistance of any other person on board the aircraft
Moreover, any member of the crew or any other person on board may,
without order, authorisation or request, take reasonable measures, with
respect to any other person on board the aircraft, which he or she
believes immediately necessary to protect the safety of the aircraft, or
of persons or property therein. (subsection 3)

Aircraft.
It is important to understand the legal definition of an aircraft for the
purposes of air rage. The Air Navigation and Transport Act 1998 defines
"an aircraft" as a machine that can derive support in the atmosphere
from the reaction of air, other than the reactions of air against the
earths surface. This definition would include conventional fixed wing
aircraft, helicopters and airships, but would appear to exclude
hovercrafts and rockets.

Incidents of Air Rage
Air rage can result in more serious offences which may come within the
following legislation.
• The Non-Fatal Offences against the Person Act 1997.
• Criminal Law (Rape amendment) Act 1990 in the case of sexual or
indecent assault committed on board an aircraft in flight.
• Criminal Damage Act 1991 where damage is caused to airline
property.

Power to Restrain Disruptive Persons
The Air Navigation Act 1973, section 3(1) gives the captain in command
of an aircraft power to deal with disruptive persons, if he believes that
such a person has committed or is about to commit an act which
A. If committed in the state in which the aircraft is registered would
constitute an offence under the law of that state

These following incidents of DPS cover a wide spectrum of anti-social
and unruly behaviour, that jeopardises the safety of flying. Alcohol
consumption is frequently linked to assault and threatening behaviour.
• American Airlines. 19 April, 2004 and 21 April, 2004 Irish Times.
Mr Michael McCallion was a passenger on a MyTravel flight from
Belfast to Las Palmas. About an hour into the flight, cabin crew were
notified that a passenger, Mr McCallion, was drunk and had been
drinking alcohol from a lemonade bottle. A female member of the
cabin crew was pushed with both hands in the chest when McCallion
left his seat to go to the toilet. When requested to go back to his seat
he raised his left hand fist closed in a threatening manner. A passenger
intervened and asked him to "calm down" .He was persuaded to return
to his seat and continued threatening. The captain requested
permission to land at Shannon where he was delivered to the Garda. At
Tulla District Court in County Clare, the accused pleaded guilty to all
three charges.
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(a) assault on a cabin supervisor contrary to section 2 of the Non Fatal Offences Against the Person Act.
(b) engaging in threatening or abusive behaviour with intent to cause
a breach of the peace contrary to the Air Navigation and Transport
Act .
(c) being intoxicated on board a flight to such an extent as to give
rise to a reasonable apprehension that he might endanger the
safety of himself or others contrary to the Air Navigation and
Transport Act.
Judge Joseph Mangan ordered a three month suspended sentence and
imposed a fine of €1,700. In addition, the judge ordered a photograph
of Mr McCallion to be sent to the International Civil Aviation
Organisation in Montreal.

• American Airlines. Irish Independent, 24th April, 2004. Irish Times
27 April, 2004
Two male passengers, Guy Sant Arnaud (42) and Warren Clamen (39)
pleaded guilty to air rage offences when a London bound aircraft from
the United States was forced to divert to Shannon airport. An incident
arose when the two passengers were not allowed to use the toilet in the
business class section. At Ennis District Court, the two passengers
pleaded guilty to assault and also to threatening and abusive
behaviour. One pleaded guilty to criminal damage to an overhead
oxygen mast. Judge Mangan ordered the men not to fly for 2 years as
part of a bond to keep the peace. They were ordered to pay £10,080
each to a named charity, and American Airlines issued the men with a
bill for the cost of diverting the flight. In total they had to pay over
£50,000. Suspended sentences of six months were imposed and
personal details and photographs were sent to the International Civil
Aviation Authority.
This case was appealed by way of judicial review to the High Court with
regard to questions of jurisdiction. Matters relating to criminal damage
and assault were quashed and not opposed by the State. Convictions
under section 2A (3) with regard to breach of the peace still stands.
Judgement given by Mr Justice Quirke on 1st November 2004.
• My Travel. Sunday Mail 10 December, 2003.
An air stewardess, Fiona Weir (35), received €100,000 compensation as
a result of injuries she received when attacked by a drunken passenger
who smashed a vodka bottle on her head. The incident happened in
October 1998 on a flight from UK to Spain. The stewardess brought an
action against the airline and claimed that at the time of boarding, she
noticed the passenger had drink taken and warned the airline that he
should not fly. The airline, My Travel, did not admit liability, yet paid out
the compensation in an out of court settlement.

• Nuisance and general anxiety. www.rte.ie/news 8 November, 2000.
Two men, Darrell O'Brien and Parick Prendergast, pleaded guilty to a
section 2 charge of the Air Navigation Act in that they created a
nuisance and caused general anxiety to cabin crew and passenger after
being requested to desist from such behaviour. Both men had been
drinking on the aircraft and became aggressive when they were refused
further drink . In the Dublin District Court, Judge Haughton fined Mr.
OBrien €200 and Mr Prendergast €400
• Air Tours. Women cleared of air rage offences 2000, The Irish Times.
A number of people were charged with air rage offences involving
alcohol on an Airtours flight from Gatwick to Montego Bay, Jamaica .
Two of those involved, Angela ODriscoll ( 39) and Josephine Cooper
(19) were acquitted of the charges at Hove Crown Court in East Sussex.
The Judge directed the jury to return verdicts of not guilty in respect of
the two women as there was insufficient evidence to identify them.
• Delta Airlines. Irish Times 18 August, 2004.
Mr. P Genovezos (36) was involved in an air rage incident on a New
York to Athens flight. Aircraft was diverted to Shannon airport where
the accused was handed over to the Garda. He pleaded guilty at Galway
District Court to charges under section 2A of the Air Navigation Act,
involving drunkenness, abusive behaviour and a breach of the peace.
The accused admitted to the court that while he was not served drink
on board the aircraft, he had been drinking before boarding and on the
flight, he had been drinking from a bottle laced with vodka. At Galway
District Court, Judge Gibbons ordered a fine of €300 and 3 months
imprisonment. Recognisance was fixed on the accused's own surety of
€4000.

Warsaw/Montreal Conventions and Air Rage.
Can "DPS" be a cause of an "accident" within the meaning of the article
17 of the Warsaw Convention 1929 and the Montreal Convention
1999. If so, then an innocent victim passenger could claim damages
against the airline for any injuries arising from such accident. A
detailed discussion of what constitutes an accident within these
conventions is beyond the scope of this article. An accident is not
defined and it is left to the courts of the contracting states to interpret
and set the guiding principles on the subject. They indicate that an
accident must be
• caused by an unusual or sudden event
• which is external to the passenger
• a risk associated with the operation of the aircraft or flight
The following cases are worth noting:
• Wallace v Korean Air. (Shawcross and Beaumont. Tome 1 (2004
edition (vii) 647) March 2004. incident involving sexual assault.

• Vietnam Airlines. 10th June, 2004 (www.stuff.co.nz)
Vietnam Airlines has banned a woman, identified as Vo Thi Thu Ngoc
from flying with the airline. The incident happened when the passenger
was asked repeatedly to stop using a mobile phone on a domestic
flight. It is alleged that she hit and threw water over a flight attendant.
The incident was reported to the police but no charges were filed. The
airline has banned the passenger from flying on their aircraft.

Female passenger awoke to find a neighbouring male passenger (total
stranger) interfering with her person under her clothes. The first
instance court in the UK held that sexual molestation was not a risk
associated with air travel and accordingly not an "accident" within the
Warsaw Convention. The Court of Appeal held that it was an accident
within the convention because of the close proximity of passengers in
economy class and the fact that they were in darkness.
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• A similar incident occurred on a Royal Dutch Airline flight.Morris v
KLM ( S/B Air Law, page 647 as above)
A 15 year old girl was indecently assaulted on a flight. She suffered
clinical depression as a result and brought an action against the carrier
claiming that it was an "accident" within the Warsaw Convention. The
English Court of Appeal followed the Wallace decision and held that it
was an accident. What befell the victim in the instant case was a risk
associated with air travel. The finding that the assault was an accident
was confirmed by the House of Lords.

• tough prosecuting and sentencing can be an effective deterrent.
Some people are of the opinion that the sanctions do not go far
enough.
• photographs and details of offenders sent to International Civil
Aviation Organisation.
• security at airports. Ground staff training to identify intoxicated
would be passengers and measures to prevent them from boarding
the aircraft.
• limiting the amount of alcohol during cabin service.

In the United States , the courts are reluctant to classify as an 'accident'
violent or abusive behaviour by other passengers. Fist fights on board
are a good example. In Price v British Airways where one passenger
punched another passenger, the carrier was held not liable as there was
no "accident" within the meaning of the Convention. Fist fights are not
risks associated with air travel or the carriers operation of the flight.
(S/B page 647)

Causes of Air Rage.
There is no single reason for disruptive passenger syndrome, but there
are many contributing factors. Alcohol is high up on the list as the laws
of nature have established that alcohol and altitude do not mix.
Set out below are some of the other theories as to what causes this
phenomenon.
• No smoking ban may also cause passengers to be disruptive. Some
passengers attempt to smoke in aircraft toilets, which is forbidden.
• Stress and frustration caused by long delays could turn a normal
individual into a disruptive person with loss of control
• Long haul flights. People confined in cramped and overcrowded
conditions may become irritable, when for example they may not
have immediate access to toilet facilities.
• A passenger may suffer some form of mental illness or psychological
state such as claustrophobia.
• Ego and attitude problems of some passengers. (VIPs having to obey
rules )
• Ban on use of mobile phones could lead to an air rage incident
• An aircraft in flight, particularly the wide-bodied long haul type, is a
microcosm of humanity. People from all walks of life, backgrounds
and cultures are seated together in a pressurised cabin environment
for long periods. Cultural conflicts can arise.
• On long flights, passengers sitting in cramped conditions often have
the need to stretch and exercise their legs, which may disturb other
passengers.

• training programmes to deal with disruptive passengers and to
identify air rage behaviour, no matter how trivial
• reporting of all incidents to airline management.
• a national and international data base to be established for all
offenders.

Conclusion
The aviation industry has undergone enormous growth since the Tokyo
Convention with more carriers, larger aircraft and ever increasing
passenger traffic. This in turn has lead to an increase in disruptive
passengers. Given that a large crowd of people are in a confined space on
long haul flights, problems emerge and better methods of control must
be found. As regards the legal dimension, the Tokyo Convention has well
served its purpose, but the time has come for a new international legal
instrument to tackle the problems of air rage. All acts that jeopardise the
safety of an aircraft in flight should be made offences under international
law and specifically codified, and not just left to legislation at national
level. Ireland has taken a step forward with the inserted section 2A "air
rage" offences in the Air Navigation and Transport Act. However, more
needs to be done at an international level ! •
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Addressing the problems.
Flight attendants bear the brunt of unruly behaviour. In 1997, the Airline
Pilots Association (International) held the first international conference
on disruptive passenger behaviour to explore ways of tackling the
problems. Solutions have also been proposed by the Irish Airline Pilots
Association.

• "Pilots say airlines reluctant to tackle air rage" The Irish Times, 12
Aug, 2000
• "Law tightened to tackle air rage" /www.-10.gov.uk/
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The Legality of Henry VIII
Clauses
Neil Maddox BL
power, it will be invalid having regard to the provisions of the
Constitution.5

Introduction
Article 15.2.1 of the Irish Constitution guarantees the exclusive law
making function of the Oireachtas. While some may believe this
guarantee is more honoured in the breach, it would seem to necessarily
follow from it that the Executive may not legislate. Practicality allows
ministers to pass statutory orders of an 'administrative and regulatory'
nature so long as guiding principles and policies have been set down in
the parent act. Furthermore, the object of that act must not be to
delegate the exclusive law-making function of the Oireachtas to a
Minister or administrative agency of the Executive. The purpose of this
accommodation is to ensure that matters of great complexity, or which
require knowledge peculiarly within the possession of a limited field of
experts, need not be considered by the Oireachtas, which by its nature
and composition has limited time and resources. By further requiring all
such decisions on matters of detail to be taken according to guiding
principles and policies laid down in the national Parliament, the courts
can make a determination as to whether the administrative decision
maker was exercising their power of regulation in accordance with the
wishes of the Oireachtas- thus ensuring that the essentials of
democratic government are preserved.1 This article seeks to examine the
legality of statutory instruments which, by implication, amend primary
legislation. They are commonly referred to as Henry VIII clauses.2
After the wide powers of legislation granted to the monarch by the
Statute of Proclamations 1539, Henry was regarded as 'the
impersonation of executive autocracy'.3 As the name suggests, Henry
VIII clauses are considered illegal as they involve the frustrating of
legislative goals by the Executive. Whereas the 'principles and policies'
test forbids lawmaking by an administrative body which does not have
its origin in guidelines and goals contained in the parent legislation, the
rule against Henry VIII clauses would seem to be tainted by more clearcut unconstitutionality as they, it would seem by definition, frustrate
the principles and policies decided on by parliament and contained in
the parent act- a clear usurpation of the legislative function. In the
recent case of Mulcreevy v. Minister for the Enviroment4 Keane C.J.
observed that:
• delegated legislation cannot make, repeal or amend any law and
that, to the extent that the parent Act purports to confer such a

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Cityview Press v. AnCo [1980] I.R. 381; D.G. Morgan, The Separation of Powers in
the Irish Constitution (Dublin, 1997), pp. 235-245; J. Casey, Constitutional Law in
Ireland (3rd ed., Dublin, 2001), pp. 223-228; G.W. Hogan and G.F. Whyte, JM
Kelly: The Irish Constitution (4th ed., Dublin, 2003), pp. 238-248.
Morgan, pp. 241-246.
H.W.R. Wade and C.E.F. Forsyth, Administrative Law (8th ed., Oxford, 2000), pp. 841843.
[2004] 1 I.L.R.M. 419, at pp. 434,435.
Ibid.

The above statement represents the high point of judicial hostility to
Henry VIII clauses. While previous cases did not discount the possibility
of amending legislation being upheld in certain limited circumstances,
the Chief Justice has now appeared to discount any such eventuality.
However, a closer examination of Mulcreevey and the previous
jurisprudence in this area suggests that a distinction may still exist in
Irish law between two different types of amendments - amendments
which alter the form of a statute only and amendments which alter the
substance of a statute. All of the cases decided in this jurisdiction have
related to the latter type of amendment which is clearly illegal as it
alters the intended effect of a statute. In contrast, an amendment as to
form is sometimes necessary to carry parliament's wishes into effect and
there is an argument that, far from offending the principle laid down in
Article 15.2.1, an amendment of this type can help to give it effect.

Case Law
The cases decided on the point in this jurisdiction have been quite
straightforward. In Cooke v. Walsh6, the validity of regulations made under
the Health Act 1970 was challenged. That act had entitled the infant
plaintiff to be in a class of people entitled to free medical care. Taking into
account that the plaintiff and others in that class were entitled to
compensation for their medical bills pursuant upon claims in tort, the
Minister thought it wise to remove that entitlement by regulation.
The court dealt with the constitutional point indirectly as it was able to
decide the case on other grounds. The validity of the regulation in
question was struck down as being ultra vires the regulation making
power vested in the Minister by the act of 1970. The court followed the
principles laid down in East Donegal Co-op Livestock Market v.
Attorney General7 which stated that it must be implied that a
regulation making power granted to a minister is intended by the
Oireachtas to be used in accordance with the principles of
constitutional justice i.e. the court will assume that the regulation
making power will be used in a constitutional manner. The passage of
such a regulation was clearly at variance with Article 15.2.1. The case

6.
7.

[1984] I.R. 710.
[1970] I.R. 317.
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could, therefore, be decided on this point and the constitutional validity
of the regulation making power was not pronounced on.8 While the
court observed that this was 'in reality, an attempt to amend the two
sections by ministerial regulation instead of by appropriate legislation'
it did appear to contemplate a situation where the amendment of an
act by a secondary measure would be upheld by the courts:
"[Section 72(2)] is not to be interpreted as permitting by regulation
the canceling, repeal or alteration of anything laid down in the Act
itself unless such is contemplated by the act...Yet [the regulation],
in effect seeks to add new sub-sections to s. 52 and 56 of the Act
which exclude, from the benefit of these sections and the statutory
entitlement thereby afforded, a category of persons whose
exclusion is in no way authorized or contemplated by the Act."9

The regulation was made under Section 75 (1) of the Social Welfare Act
1952 which appeared to authorise the exclusion of certain classes of
people from multiple payments under the Social Welfare code:
Regulations may, with respect to cases in which two or more [welfare
payments] are payable to a person, provide for adjusting any benefit,
pension allowance or assistance as aforesaid (including disallowing
payment thereof wholly or partly) that may be payable to such.
Professor Morgan argues that the amendment was indeed in the
contemplation of the act, but the court still refused to uphold the
validity of the regulation:
"Thus, the overruling of primary legislation, which was specifically
identified, by regulation was exactly what was contemplated by
the Oireachtas in the 1952 Act. Nevertheless the Chief Justice had
no hesitation in condemning the regulations."12

The act did, however, appear to contemplate its own amendment. Section
72 (2) stated that:
Regulations made under this section may provide for any service
under this act being made available to only a particular class of the
persons who have eligibility for that service.
This provision was not sufficient to save the amending regulations and it
seems that the grant of such a general regulation making power did not,
in the view of the court, lead to the conclusion that the act contemplated
the amendment or repeal of its express provisions.
Harvey v. Minister of Social Welfare10 was decided on very similar
grounds. Under the Social Welfare Act of 1979, the plaintiff had been
entitled to two distinct payments for being both widowed and blind. The
minister attempted to prevent one of these payments by regulation.
Again, the court could not accept that this was an amendment within the
contemplation of the Act:
"The very terms themselves of Article 38, as inserted, make clear
what its effect is and is intended to be, and that is where a women
would, but for the Article be entitled to two pensions she shall be
entitled to one only...If the effect of Article 38 is to be construed as
terminating the widow's non-contributory pension after pensionable
age has been reached, then it is a direct breach of section 7 and the
express purpose of section 7. If, on the other hand, it is to be taken
as abolishing the old age or blind (non-contributory) pension, then
it is doing so by reason of the social welfare payment or allowance
and is in direct contradiction of the provisions which prevent that
occurring. Quite clearly, for the Minister to exercise a power of
regulation granted to him by these Acts so as to negative the express
intention of the legislature is an unconstitutional use of the power
vested in him."11

8.

This convenient side step of the issue in question has become something of a
methodology when dealing with clauses of this sort. This approach has also been
rejected as having relevance in relation to the principles and policies test as it
would clearly lead to absurdity: per Keane J. in Laurentiu v. Minister for Justice
[2000] 1 I.L.R.M. 1, at 47. In Laurentiu the court observed that the Aliens Act
1935 did not lay down any principles and policies. Therefore, any regulation
made under s. 5 was unconstitutional as it involved delegation of policy-making
functions to the minister in the absence of any guiding principles and policies in
the parent act. If the court used the same approach as they had done in the
cases involving Henry VIII clauses it would have required the striking down of
every individual regulation made under s.5, but an inability to pronounce on the
clear unconstitutionality of that statute. Thus, a separate but interconnected line
of jurisprudence has developed with regard to the approach to cases involving

However, this view of the law fails to take account of one of the main
canons of constitutional construction which was considered by the
court when looking to the intentions of the Oireachtas. The court is
obligated to consider that the national Parliament always intended to
act in a manner consistent with the dictates of the Constitution.13 As
such, it will be assumed that an unconstitutional delegation of lawmaking power was not at any time in the contemplation of parliament.
Read in isolation, Section 75 of the Social Welfare Act 1952 grants to
the minister a wide and unfettered discretion to determine who is
entitled or disentitled to social welfare payments. It does not set down
any principles and policies (i.e. guidelines) as to how this discretion
should be exercised. It does not specifically contemplate a circumstance
where such exclusions should be made and it does not specifically
contemplate that regulations made under the sub-section may effect a
change in the law. Had the court interpreted the subsection as granting
to the minister a power of amendment, they would be contradicting the
dictate that the minister will always use his wide discretion to act in a
constitutional manner. As Finlay C.J. observed, the question of who
should be entitled to social welfare payments was a matter of social
policy within the exclusive competence of the Oireachtas.14 As such, the
regulations were struck down, not because they amended the parent
act, but because such an amending power was not in the contemplation
of the Oireachtas since that would demonstrate an intention to illegally
delegate the law-making function to the minister and allow him to
determine principles and policies which were properly within the
competence of Parliament. The regulations amended the act, such an
amendment was not contemplated by the act and the Minister was,
therefore, acting in an unconstitutional manner. An identical
explanation can be given for the decision in Cook v. Walsh.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

the two doctrines. It should be noted, however, that the same rationale attach to
both doctrines, Ibid.
O'Higgins C.J., at 729.
[1990] 2 I.R. 232.
Finlay C.J. at pp. 244,245.
Morgan, p. 247.
Finlay C.J., supra, pp. 240,241.
Ibid., p. 244.
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Amendments Within the Principles of the
Statute
Morgan believes that these cases establish that a mere alteration in the
text of a statute will be illegal. He does not distinguish between
amendments, such as those in Cooke v. Walsh and Harvey which
frustrate the wishes of the legislature by changing the express intent
of a piece of legislation, and clauses which have just the opposite effect
i.e. they are necessary to give effect to the act and by extension the
intentions of parliament. He cites section 16 of the Courts Acts 1991 as
an example of a piece of legislation under which it would be impossible
to make valid regulations.15 In section 2 of that act, the monetary limits
of the District and Circuit Courts are set at £15,000 and £30,000
respectively. Section 16 provides that the Minister may amend these
limits by regulation, but should take into account the changes in the
value of money since the promulgation of the act. The fact that there
is such a guiding principle to direct the Ministers discretion is not
sufficient, in his view, to save the provision in question:
"...this caution does not meet the point that the provision may be
unconstitutional on the ground that it confers power to amend
primary legislation by varying the monetary amount fixed in the
parent Act. This suggestion seems to stem from the principle, being
criticised here, namely that, in the case law decided so far, a Henry
VIII clause has been regarded as automatically unconstitutional.
For in making such an order, the Government is not laying down a
new principle but merely implementing a principle laid down by
the Oireachtas, namely that the limits on jurisdiction should be
adjusted in line with inflation."16
This approach assumes that a regulation altering the monetary limits
set down in section 2, although giving effect to a principle laid down
by the Oireachtas, is still unconstitutional. In deciding this point, the
courts have been obliged to interpret the section of the act which has
been amended by regulation. On a narrow literal interpretation of
section 2, the government intended that the monetary limits be £15,000
and £30,000 in perpetuity and any alteration to those limits by
secondary legislation would clearly be uncontitutional. However, it is
well established that the provisions of a piece of legislation can only be
properly understood when looking at the act as a whole, so as to give it
a harmonious construction.17 It would seem far more correct to
interpret section 2 in light of section 16. This reveals that the intention
of the Oireachtas and of section 2 is not that the monetary limits be
fixed at £15,000 and £30,000, but that those limits should instead
approximate the value of £15,000 and £30,000 at the time of the acts
passage in 1991. If we follow this view of the act, it becomes obvious
that the categorisation regulations under section 16, which adjust the
monetary limits in line with inflation, are amendments in form only and
not in substance. They certainly alter the text of the statute, but if the
two sections are interpreted harmoniously it becomes clear that the
Oireachtas never intended that these rates should remain the same and

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

lays down clear guiding principles and policies for the Minister to use
when adjusting those rates. Thus, regulations made validly under section
16 would not contradict the intention of the Oireachtas but would,
instead, be necessary to carry it into effect. It would then seem absurd
to suggest that such amendments were contrary to Article 15.2.1.
Harvey can also be distinguished from the above situation in two ways.
First, there was no guidance in the act which could have directed the
minister as to factors to be considered when making regulations.
However, The Courts Act 1991 provides that the Minister should have
regard to inflation. Secondly, a harmonious interpretation of the
legislative machinery would have done nothing to ameliorate the literal
truth of the provisions which entitled the plaintiff to double payments.
The Court investigated the parent legislation and the social welfare
code generally to determine if any provision existed forbidding double
payment of welfare. It did not. Indeed, the opposite was the case and
the code forbid considering multiple welfare entitlements when
performing a means test. Thus, the literal interpretation of the section
was the correct one and the court was right to strike down the
regulation that purported to alter the effect of that section.
In the recent case of Mulcreevy18, which involved litigation concerning
the dispute at Carrickmines Castle, it was clear that the regulations in
question certainly altered the parent act, but in seeking an answer as
to whether they amended it, looked more to the substantive effect of
the regulations rather than examining if they merely effected
alterations as to the form of the statute. While Keane C.J. seemed to set
down explicitly that primary legislation could not be amended by
secondary legislation, he determined the fact of amendment by asking
if the regulations altered the intentions of parliament.
The National Monuments Acts 1930 to 1994 contained a statutory
scheme whereby any development on a site which had been listed as a
national monument required various consents. In this case, the
development was not in the interests of archaeology and the
developers thereby required the independent consents of the local
authority, the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland and the Arts
Minister. The Minister introduced a regulation which vested the powers
of the commissioners with the minister. The effect of this was that only
two independent consents were now required to validate the
development. Keane C.J. focussed on the intentions of parliament and
considered whether the regulation did anything to hinder, frustrate or
contradict those intentions:
The Oireachtas had clearly considered it appropriate that the
ultimate decision (subject in some cases, such as this, to its
possible annulment by the Oireachtas) should be vested in a body
other than the two bodies which had jointly authorised the
interference initially, i.e. the Environment Minister and the local
authority. It is difficult to see on what basis it could be suggested
that it envisaged what was in effect a two-pronged consent or
approval. The conclusion is almost inescapable, in my view, that
the 1996 order purported to amend s. 15 of the 1994 Act by
substituting this new statutory regime.19

Morgan, pp. 248,249.
Ibid.
See, for example, J. Bell and G. Engle, Cross: Statutory Interpretation
(3rd ed., London, 1995), pp. 50,51.
Supra.
Ibid., pp. 435,436.
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It can be seen from this that the goals, principles and policies contained
in the parent statute will be examined closely to determine the
question as to whether a statute has been amended in a manner that
would violate Article 15.2.1. Would the decision have been different if
the substitution of the statutory scheme in question still involved the
consent of three independent, albeit different, planning bodies? This
would be unlikely to frustrate the goals of the legislature and their
remains the possibility that the Supreme Court would uphold such
alterations to the act so long as they did nothing to change the express
intention of the legislation and did not involve policymaking by the
minister.
Meaghar v. Minister for Agriculture20 lends support to the slightly
different notion that ministerial regulations of an 'administrative and
regulatory' character may amend prior legislative enactments. This is a
case which is further complicated by the adventitious defence i.e. it
related to the implementation of European law by ministerial
regulation.
The facts concerned the prosecution of offences relating to possession
and use of illegal veterinary products on farm animals. Section 10 of
The Petty Sessions (Ireland) Act 1851 had set down a six month time
limit for the initiation of a prosecution for such offences. Numerous
EEC directives on the use of hormones in livestock regulations were
enacted in 1988 which, by implication, amended that time limit to two
years. The regulations were made under sections 2 and 3 of the
European Communities Act 1972. The power of regulation granted in
these sections differs from that in the cases considered above: it
specifically contemplates that regulations made pursuant to it may
amend or repeal prior legislative enactments. Section 3(2) states that:
Regulations under this section may contain such incidental,
supplementary and consequential provisions as appear to the minister
making the regulations to be necessary for the purposes of the
regulations (including provisions repealing, amending or applying,
with or without modification, other law, exclusive of this act).

20.
21.
22.

The act of 1972 seems to imply that the regulations will give effect to
parent legislation decided on in Europe. Meaghar further establishes
that once the principles and policies of a directive have been decided
and are contained in the directive, it may be implemented by
ministerial regulation, and not legislation, as the minister is merely
giving effect to that which has already been decided.21 This does not,
however, mean that the minister has no choices to make.22 In Meaghar,
the two year time limit set down by the 1988 regulations was not
contained in the parent directive which merely dictated that 'adequate
time' should be given. Once the governing principles and policies have
been set down in the parent directive, any choice (of a subsidiary
nature) exercised within that framework has been deemed by the
Supreme Court to be of an 'administrative and regulatory' nature and
not policy-making. It follows that in some cases where regulations are
made pursuant to sections 2 and 3 of the 1972 Act, the minister may
have a discretion to implement the measure by regulations which
either amend or do not amend prior primary legislation. Thus, it seems
the Supreme Court appears to suggest, that in certain limited
circumstances the minister may have a discretion as to whether he
should amend primary legislation by regulation.

Conclusion
The prohibition on Henry VIII clauses in Irish law stems from the desire
to uphold the exclusive law making function of the Oireachtas
guaranteed by Article 15.2.1. However, if the Supreme Court extends
that prohibition to amending regulations, such as those made pursuant
to section 16 of the Courts 1991, which have as their object the
carrying into effect of the wishes of the Oireachtas, they would merely
hinder the maintenance of that guarantee. The recent decision in
Mulcreevy seems to suggest that the courts may uphold such a
prohibition and create a doctrine detached from its original objective.
While the substance of the decision is undoubtedly correct, the explicit
pronouncement on the illegality of amending regulations, presents the
danger that the doctrine will be applied strictly and in an
unsophisticated manner that ignores the pragmatic attitude that
should be adopted when dealing with the preservation of
Constitutional guarantees.•

[1994] 1 I.L.R.M. 1. See also Hogan and Whyte, pp. 248-251.
Denham J., at p. 26.
Maher v. Minister for Agriculture [2001] 2 I.R. 139, at 233.
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"Irish Laws of Evidence"
by John Healy BL
(Thomson, Round Hall, 2004)
Reviewed by Paul Carroll B.L.
The first week of Michaelmas term. Dublin Circuit Criminal Court. Voir
dire on visual identification. Not once, but twice, opposing counsel
leaned across the courtroom and grabbed my review copy of Irish Laws
of Evidence, and then with much aplomb opened to the court several
passages of this new textbook by John Healy. Whilst annoyed at my
learned friend's sleight of hand, one could not argue against the clear
and concise exposition of law read to the court.

into discrete bundles under appropriate heading and sub-headings.
Whilst the text is clearly strong on the key areas of the law of evidence,
the author has included many nuggets, which in a lesser textbook may
have been omitted. For example, for those of us who lie awake at night
wondering what is the difference between the Rule against Hearsay
and the Rule against Narrative, solace may be found in the clear
exposition at paragraph 2.50.

For many years, when practitioners in this jurisdiction were faced with an
issue regarding the law of evidence, or sought an appropriate textbook
to cite in court, resort was usually made to the English textbooks on the
subject. Our neighbouring jurisdiction has produced an abundance of
excellent books on this area of law, such as Phibson on Evidence, Cross
on Evidence, Richard May's Criminal Evidence, and Andrews & Hirst on
Criminal Evidence. Whilst in recent times, we have seen the publication
of two Irish textbooks on the subject, neither could said to be in the same
league as the aforementioned English heavyweights. Caroline Fennell's
excellent and useful book The Law of Evidence in Ireland (now in its
second edition) would appear to be a text more orientated towards the
law student. The same might be said of Evidence by Cannon and Nelligan.
Enter the fray Mr. Healy. But, is his work on a par with the English
heavyweights? Should his book be part of the essential armour brought
to the courtroom battle?

Interestingly, the author at the end of Chapter 6 on Identification
Evidence returns to the issue of the prosecutor's duty to disclose. This
area of pre-trial preservation and disclosure of evidence is also dealt
with in Chapter 1, under the heading of "Key Concepts and Types of
Evidence" and also in Chapter 10, in relation to the importance of the
seeking out and preserving evidence in cases where the prosecution
rely solely on uncorroborated confessions. Having regard to the
regularity over the last few years with which this issue arises and the
recent jurisprudence on the issue, one could argue that this area merits
a chapter of its own.

Each chapter of this book opens with a useful list of contents, which aids
ease of reference. The text is then set out in numbered paragraphs. There
is liberal use of headings and subheadings, which again aids the busy (if
not lazy) practitioner to quickly find the required text. Each chapter then
closes with an extensive "Further Reading" list. For example, Chapter 13
dealing with "Privilege", ends with an impressive reading list of over 30
articles dealing with this area. In these lists, not only does the author
include all the relevant Irish textbooks and journals but he also goes
further, and entices us with articles in somewhat exotic publications such
as the Oklahoma Law Review. Whilst the latter may not be readily
available, these reading lists are invaluable for further research on the
given topic, and are a testament to the obvious detailed work that the
author has undertaken in the production of this book.
This author deals with the major areas of the law of evidence in a clear
and instructive manner. For example, Chapter 6 on Identification
Evidence, ably covers this area which continues to be at the heart of a
huge number of trials where the controversy is not that the crime was
committed, but rather that there has been a mistaken identification of
the accused. The chapter on Privilege is a good example of the structured
way in which the author has tackled a given topic. This is apparent from
the list of contents at the start of the chapter, followed by a detailed and
informative exposition of the law, with each distinct privilege packaged

Throughout the book, the author refers to the extensive English
caselaw on the law of evidence. But importantly he does not throw in
references to English caselaw blindly, a sin committed by some Irish
textbooks. The author is careful to cite the English caselaw only when
appropriate, and takes care throughout to highlight the areas where
there is divergence between the jurisdictions.
The appendices of this book contain extracts from some 64 judgments.
The extracts span in chronological order the leading cases on evidence,
from the likes of Woolmington v. DPP (1935) with Viscount Sankey's
omnipresent golden thread, up to Braddish v. DPP (2001) and the duty
to preserve evidence. Whilst undoubtedly of some use to the student
and the researcher, I am not convinced that a text of this quality
benefits from the inclusion of such extracts. When a particular case
that features in the appendices is being discussed in the body of the
text, the author by means of the footnotes refers the reader to the
appropriate appendix. Surely if a particular quotation of a judgment is
germane, it should be included in the text. Further, from the viewpoint
of the practitioner, most courts or tribunals would not be satisfied with
extracts of judgments being opened to them, and accordingly the full
judgment would have to be obtained in any event. There may be a
strong argument that when the time approaches for a new edition of
this book, that the author considers the publication of a separate
companion book of caselaw.
Irish Laws of Evidence is a welcome and useful publication. As a book
that provides the ground rules for any hearing before a court or
tribunal, I recommend it as a worthwhile purchase to all practitioners.•
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